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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Production of any farm commodity is complete only 

when it reaches the ultimate consumer. The marketing 

process, therefore, has been regarded as a part and parcel 

of the production activity. It is said that the Indian 

farmer is a good producer but a bad marketeer. He does 

not know how to market and when to market his produce. 

As a result of this many a time he suffers from inadequate 

returns. The ultimate success in marketing of any commo-
I 

dity largely depend upon the ease and efficiency with which 

it is marketed. This assumes special significance in the 

marketing of agricultural products and particularly 

potato. 

In specialized farming, the producers who are in a 

position to adjust their production to the demand, get 

the maximum benefit of market. I£ they are unable to 

adjust their production to the demand, there can be no 

appreciable improvement in their condition even if the 

output is better in quality and larger in quantity. 

Potato is one of the important commercial crops grown in 

the State of Maharashtra. In Maharashtra State, the crop 

is mainly grown in Khed, Ambegaon and Junnar talukas of 

Pune District, adjacent areas of Ahmednagar and Nashik 
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Districts and in Khatav, Koregaon, Wai Talukas of Satara 

District. A modest attempt has been made in the present 

dissertation, to study the problem of production of potato 

in the State of Maharashtra, Pune District and Khed Taluka 

during 1975-76 to 1987-88. An attempt has also been made 

to study potato marketing in Khed Taluka. Here we have 

reviewed marketing of potato in India and bmharashtra; 

and working of Agricultural Produce Market Committee at 

Khed. 

1.1 Objectives of the Study 

. 
Not many studies are available about the agricultural 

marketing and specially in regard to potato marketing . 

There seems to be no attempt to make research inquiry. 

The present study, therefore, makes a modest beginning by 

inquiring into several aspects of Khed Agricultural Produce 

Market, the biggest potato marketing centre in Pune District. 

This study was undertaken with the following objec-

tives. 

(i) To review the general situation regarding · produc

tion and marketing of potato in India and Maharashtra. 

(ii) To study the area and production of potato in 

Khed Taluka. 

(iii) To study the working of Agricultural Produce 

Market Yard (Committee) at Khed. 
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(iv) To study the economics of marketing of potato at 

Khed. 

(v) To study the trends in market arrivals and prices 

of potato and the relationship between the two. 

1.2 Methodology and Collection 
of Data 

The present study is based on primary and secondary 

sources of data. To collect the primary data, potato growers 

and middlemen engaged in potato trade were interviewed and 

relevant information was collected on the basis of pretested 

questionnaires •. 

Secondary data and information were collected from 

the Agricultural Office, Shivajinagar, Pune, Directorate of 

Agricultural N~rketing, Maharashtra State, Pune and Agricul

tural Produce Market Committee, Khed. Some information is 

also obtained from Khed Taluka Tahsil Office and Panchayat 

Samiti Office. Information is also collected from the 

commission agents and traders . Area and production data 

were obtained from Agricultural Statistical Department, 

Pune. The arrivals and price data were available at Khed. 

Also referred to are various books, articles, reports, etc. 

1.3 Scope of the Study 

In all, this study consists of six chapters. The pre

sent introductory chapter is followed by Chapter II, dealing 
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with some basic concepts in agricultural marketing. Broadly, 

it covers aspects like significance of market, marketable 

and marketed surplus, cost of marketing , price spread, 

marketing margins, efficiency and channels of distribution. 

In Chapter III, we have made an attempt to review some of 

the important studies on production and marketing of potato 

in India and Maharashtra. In order to provide the necessary 

background, several aspects of agro-climatic feature, 

infrastructure, cultivation and production of potato in 

Khed Taluka, are broadly mentioned in Chapter IV. The 

Chapter V brings into focus the main aspects of marketing 
. 

of potato in Khed Taluka. Included within its purview are 

the relevant information on regulated market facilities, 

general patterns of potato trading and supportive market 
' 

functionaries and market arrivals, prices and seasonality 

affecting potato marketing . Finally, the Chapter VI con

cludes the study by summing up the highlights of the pre

ceding chapters along with main conclusions and suggestions. 

1.4 Historical Background 

The potato (Solanum tubersum) is believed to be a 

native of Peru ( South America). It was introduced into the 

United States of America in the latter half of the sixteenth 

century and wa s brought to India at a much later date. 

Originally it s e ems t o have come to India through Cape of 

Good Hope . A century and a half ago it was comparatively 
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unknown in India but today it is common and is considered 

to be an important cash crop in certain areas where it is 

grown on a fairly large scale. 1 

1.5 Importance of Potato 

The potato crop occupies an important place in the 

world agriculture. It is an important crop both as a 

general food and as a vegetable. In terms of energy value, 

one hectare of potato provides nearly twice the number of 

calories produced by one hectare of rice or wheat and three 

times that of cabbage. With respect to nutritive value, 

potato compares well with most of the important vegetables. 

It is a rich ·source of carbohydrates (22.1 per cent) pro-- \ 

teins ( 1. 6 per ·cent) , nicotin'i c acid ( 1. 2 mg. per 100 g. } 

and vitamins, particularly Vitamin B (100 mg. per 100 g.). 

Potato dominates the vegetables throughout the year 

as an all-weather vegetable. It is extensively used in 

preparing fried food of good taste. Apart from human con

sumption, it is often used as a cattle feed in some coun

tries. In Poland, West Germany and the Netherlands 60, 44 

and 20 per cent respectively of the potato crop is used 

for feeding the livestock. Potato is also used in producing 

starch, dextrin, glucose, etc., and thus is important for 

some agro-industries. In Netherlands, about 4$ per cent of 

the produce is put to ind~strial uses. 2 Thus, potato is a 

commercially important crop throughout the world. 
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CHAPTER II 

SOME BASIC CONCEPTS IN MARKETING 

This chapter deals with meaning and definition of 

marketing, importance of marketing, concepts of price 

spread, cost of marketing, marketing efficiency and 

channels of distribution of potatoes. 

2.1 Meaning of Market 

Originally a market was a public place in a town 

where provisions and other objects were exposed for sale 

but the word has been generalized so as to mean anybody 

or persons who are in intimate business relations and carry 

on extensive _transactions in any commodity. A great city 

may contain as many markets as their locations, the central 

point of market is a public exchange place where the tra

ders agree to meet and transact business. 

Depending on the way it is used, the term market has 

several meanings. According to American Marketing Associa

tion the term market has the following meanings. 

1. The place or area in which buyers and sellers function. 

2. The aggregate of forces or conditions within which 

buyers and sellers make decisions that result in the 

transfer of goods and services. 

7 



J. The aggregate demand of the pot~ntial buyers of a commo-
1 dity or service. 

2. 2 Definition of Marketir1g 

"Marketing is the performance of business activities 

that direct the flow of goods and services from producer to 
2 

consumer." "Marketing is a total system of interactinB 

business activities designed to play, price, promote and 

distribute want satisfying products and services to present 

and potential customers". 3 "Marketing is the process of 

discovering and translating consumer needs and wants into 

product and serVice specifications, creating demand for 

these products and services and they in turn expanding this 

demand." 4 

These definitions are inadequate as they do not em

phasize after-sales service, that is to say customer

satisfaction. 

"Marketing is the analysis, planning, implementation 

and control of programmes designed to bring about desired 

exchanges with target audiences for the purpose of personal 

and mutual gain. It relies heavily on the adaptation and 

coordination of product, price, promotion and place for 

achieving effective response". 5 

This definition covers a good deal of marketing func-

tions . 
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2.3 Modern Concept of Marketing 

"The marketing concept is a philosophy, an attitude, 

or a coUrse of business thinking, while marketing is a 

process or a course of business action. Naturally the 

way of thinking determines the course of action."6 

In its fullest sense, the marketing concept is a 

philosophy of business which states that the customers 

want satisfaction, is the economic and social justification 

of a company's existence. 7 

Marketing is a fundamental philosophy. In marketing 

the fundamental thing is the recognition and acceptance of 

a customer-oriented way of doing business. Under market

ing the customer becomes the fulcrum, the first point 

about which the business moves in operating for the balan

ced best interests of all concerned. 8 

Significance of Agricultural 
Marketing 

The product actually marketed depends upon the mar

ketable surplus, immediate need for cash price trends, 

availability of storage facilities, etc. The marketable 

surplus in its turn, depends upon the production on the 

one hand and the growers, household and farm requirements 

on the other. Unlike in the case of manufacturing products 

t he entire production of different agricultural commodities 
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does not go to the market. 

Thus, while marketable surplus is the residual left 

with the producer after meeting his requirement for family 

consumption, farm needs and payment in kind to labour, 

the landlord, artisans and others, marketed surplus is the 

quantity of produce actually sold irrespective of the re

quirements for the grower.9 The grower's marketed surplus 

can be either more or less or the same as his marketable 

surplus. It is more when the grower retains less of the 

produce than is required by his family and his farm under 

the pressure of ~mmediate cash needs. He may subsequently 

repurchase the produce to satisfy his needs. The marketed 

surplus will be less than the marketable surplus when a 

grower holds some of his surplus produce on the farm or 

consumes more than normal amounts of it in substitution 

for other commodities. It is worth noting that marketed 

surplus of small subsistence farmers increases with a price 

fall because more quantity has to be sold to meet the 
10 

minimum cash needs. 

Thus, the two basic elements of an agricultural system, 

are production and marketing. And marketing of agricultural 

produce is as important as the production itself.11 As a 

link between producers and consumers, marketing plays a 

very important role not only in stimulating production and 

consumption but also increasing the pace of economic 
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development .C "It's .dy~mic -:!.unctions are thus of primary 

importance in promoting acun~cpct~vities and for this 

reaso9 ).it has been described as the most important multi-
. . ]._g. \2. 

plier of agr~cultural development." 

The problem of marketing of agricultural produce has 

assumed added significance, particularly after the advent 

of modernization of agriculture. The call to "Produce 

More" without providing an efficient marketing machinery 

which could assure a fair return to the producer-seller 

carries no conviction with the farmer.i3 According to 

the ma~keting committee of the United Nations conference 

of Food and Agriculture, held in October, 1945, at Quebec 

"Marketing is the crux of the whole food and agricultural 

problems. It would be useless to increase the output of 

food and would be equally futile to set up optimum stand

ards of nutrition unless means could be found to move food 

from the producer to consumer at a price which is remunera

tive to the producer and is within the consumer's ability 

to n~l4 pay. 

The success of any agricultural development programme 

rests ultimately on the efficiency of the marketing system!5-

The welfare of the agricultural producer is influenced by 

the conditions prevalent in the marketing sector. The 

marketing sector in fact plays an active role under certain 

circumstances by changing the demand and cost functions in 
iJ:6 

agriculture in such a way as to encourage its expansion. 
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According to the ·National Commission on Agriculture 

•agricultural marketing is a process which starts with a 

decision ·to produce a saleable farm commodity and it in

volves all aspects of market structure or system both func

tional and institutional baaed on technical and academic 

consideration and includes post-harvest operations like 

assembling, grading storage, transportation and d1stribu

tion•.17 

The experience of advanced countries also has shown 

that economic progress and market development are inter

dependent. 

The advanced countries took advantages of continuously 

improving technology in agriculture, production and marketing 

along with the accompanying services of transportation, 

storage and packing to facilitate handling and distribution 

of agricultural commodities for promotion of economic pro-
18 grass. 

The study of marketing is important to both the indi

vidual and to society. To the individual, understanding of 

marketing 1a important primarily because of the economio 

gains that understanding can bring. To society, benefits 

accruing to a better informed public include costs·, more 

output per dollar of expenditure or, a better quality pro-
19 duct. 
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Marketable surplus represents the theoretical part 

of the produce for disposal left with the producer after ~.allow

- ing for _. his genuine requirements of family consumption, 

payment of wages in kind, feed, seed and wastage. Marketed 

surplus, on the other hand, represents only that portion of 

t he marketable surplus wbich is actually marke'tt1d and is 

placed at the disposal of the non-farm rural and urban popula

tion. In the case of commercial agriculture the farmer, as 

he is motivated ~ profit considerations, takes his whole 

produce to the market and purchases his requirements from 

the market. But 1n subsistence agriculture, the farmer 

generally produces for his own subsistence and it is only 

t he remainder left after meeting his own requirements, which 

is taken to market tor sale. To the extent that the farmer's 

retention is a matter of subjective guess, the concept of 

"marketable surplus• is subjective. "Marketed surplus", on 

the other hand, refers to the actual quantity which enters 

the market and as such it is objective. 

In most cases, marketed surplus may be less than mar

ketable surplus because farmer s may not be ready to sell the 

whole of his marketable surplus. He may hoard a part of it 

in anticipation of rising prices or for some other reasons. 

In certain cases , marketed surplus may be greater than market

able surplus. This happens when farmers are driven to 
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distress sales. There may be a subsistence farmer who has pro

duced just to meet his family consumption requirement; but 

he may take some portion of his produce to the market to 

meet his immediate cash obligations. In such a case the 

marketed surplus released by the farmer will not be a real 
20 one. 

2.6 Meaning of $Cost of Mark;ting• 

The difference between the price received by the grower 

of a commodity and the price paid for it by the final consumer 

roughly measures the cost and prof! ts of marketing that 

commodity. Since net profits constitute such a small part of 

this spread or differential, and since a certain amount of 

net profit is necessary to induce middlemen to stay 1n busi

ness, it is at least approximately correct to refer to this 

spread as the cost of marketing. 

In reality, marketing costs begin when the commodities 

leave the farm, or in the case of some products, when they 

are packed or prepared for marketing on the farm. But these 

first costs are usually impossible to measure accurately and 

the price paid to the farmer at his local shopping point 

furnishes a definite and convenient starting point for the 

purpose of considering the factors affecting the cost of 

marketing. In general, marketing costs include handlings at 

local points;transpQrtatio~,handling by the various classes --
of wholesalers, including, in many instances, repacking, 
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storage, driage and delivery to retailers, and handling 

through retail stores including delivery to consumers. 

Financing, credit and collection selling and buying costs 

are also involved. 21 

Marketing costs are the actual expenses required in 

bringing goods and services from the producer to the consumer. 

Accordingly, costs 1n case of field crop begin when they leave 

the farm or when they are prepared for marketing on the farm 

and end at a point where they are finally purchased by the 

consumers. 

The difference between the final price paid by the 

consumer for a commodity or a product and the price received 

by grower of crops or a pr !mary producer may be taken roughly 

to represent the costs and prof! ts of marketing of that 

commodity. These costa are paid for by producers, marketing 

agencies and consumers.22 

2.7 Cgncept of lrice Spread 

Price spreads are a direct outcome of the existence of 

different stages 1n the marketing system, each step nece

ssarily entailing a different price level in the marketing of 

the same product or commodity. Thus, as long as different 

stages in the marketing channels exist, the existence of 

price spread is imperative, whether the marketing system is 

eff icient or otherwise. 
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The term •Price spread" has been variously defined and 

understood according to its usage. Commonly, the term means 

the difference between the two prices, i.e. as paid by the 

consumer and the one received by the producer. The study 

of price spread involves not only the ascertainment of actual 

prices at various stages of marketing channel, but also the 

costs incurred in the process of movement of the produce from 

the farm to consumer and the margins of various intermediaries. 

The definition of price spread has an element of vague

ness in so far as the final consumer ie concerned. The pro

blem of such a def'ini tion is not very difficult in the case 

of perishable commodities like fruits and vegetables which 

are consumed directly in our country. The difficulties arise 

in t he case of commodities like rice, oilseeds, cotton, etc., 

which have to undergoJ processing and preparation for the 

market before they are ultimately consumed. In such commodi

ties it has to be decided as to who should be the consumer 

for the purpose of the study and whether a study should be 

limited between the producer and the first processor or 

between the producer arid the ultimate consumer of the final 

product. In the case of processed products, the by-products 

for which the consumers differ and which pass through altoge

ther different channels before they reach the consumers 

further complicate the problem. 

Even in the agriculturally advanced countries like 
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u. s.A. and Canada, where .the Government .agencies have calcula

ted the price spread from the producer to the final consumer 

of the product, this has been a controversial issue. In 

fact, the u.s. Department of Agriculture has defined 'Market

ing' thus "Marketing is getting the product to the consumer. 

And it is the product too. The bread from the wheat, the 

cloth from the cotton •••• etc.~23 

2.8 Market!2f M~ins and 
Producer s are 

There is firmly implanted 1n the public mind a belief 

that marketing costs too much. There is and indeed there 

must be a margin between what the producer receives for a 

product and what the consumer pays for it. Costs of pro

cessing, distributing, and selling must, beyond question, 

be provided for. ~t since the public has so little know

ledge of what these services include there has grown up the 

feeling that much of the cost 1s unnecessary. 

The marketing and processing margin is the difference 

between the price per unit that the consumer pays and the 

price received by t he farmer. The size of magnitude of 

thia margin varies with the nature of the product. Por 

example, average dressed yield for cattle is 53.2 per cent 

of the weighten food for hogs; and for sheep, 47.3 per 

cent. Clearly the farmer must sell 1.88 pounds of live 

weight for t he packer to produce one pound of beef, but only 
24 

1.37 pounds for bogs . 
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The study of marketing margin of agricultural products 

is very important to ascertain the producer~ s share in the 

consumer's -rupee and also to know the margins of various 

functionaries involved in the marketing process. 

It also helps us to know the different components of 

marketing margins and their influence on the final price which 

the consumer pays. Such a study for different commodities 

at different times helps us to know the variations in market

ing margins. This is essential for the formulation of an 

appropriate price policy for agricultural commodities. 

Marketing margin studies also assume importance because they 

have to help ensure reasonable returns to the producers and 

also make available the commodities to consumers at reasonable 

price. loth from the point of producer and consumer, such 

studies should help to identify the areas where t he market 

charges can be minimized. It is very diff icul. t to measure 

exactly the cost of marketing. Many official and non-official 

studies made in many countries have confirmed the contention 

that distribution costs are relatively higher in agriculture. 

It is often said that the farmer's share in the con

sumer's rupee is relatively small as compared to that of 

several intermediaries in the market channel. The nerchants 

are said to absorb an alarmingly large share of t his price. 

Even in England, where agriculture has been fully commercial

ised and the farmer does not lack business capacity , the 
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spread between producer's _and consumers prices, according to 

the Linlitbgow committee, is 1njustifiably wide. Taken as a 

whole, distributive costs are a far heavier burden than 

society will permanently consent to bear. 8 

In United States, the farmer gets only half the price 

paid by the consumer for food stuffs and in Germany about 

two-fifths. In u.s.A., according to a study conducted by 

u.s.])=- A., over the period of about fifty years (1915-1964) 

farmers have received an average of 42 per cent of the con

sumer's food dollar, while the marketing agencies have 

received 57 per cent of the food dollar.25 

Details of marketing costs and margins in India for 

a few selected commodities are presented below as indicators 

of marketing efficiency and to illustrate the policy implica

tions arising from it. 

Marketing costs and margins would vary depending upon 

the nature of the commodity, services rendered, the type of 

marketing channel, the structure of the market and the level 

of its infrastructure development. It has been observed 

that the farmer's share of the consumers' price was the high

est (76.78 per cent) for wheat and lowest for fruits (33.98 

per cent), it was 53 per cent for rice, 38 per cent for vege

tables and 74 per cent for eggs. Further, a break up of thij 

marketing costs and margins indicates that careful analysis 
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of the dealer's margin is necessary for reduction of marketing 

costs and margins as it accounts for nearly 3.l per cent of 
26 

consumer's price in the private marketing channel. 

2.9 Marketipg Efficiency 

Efficient marketing as defined by Kohls means "Minimum 

input of various economic resources which will resul. t in the 

satisfaction in goods and services which the consumer desires. 

Anything which redtices the costs of marketing while maintaining 

or . increasing the desired levels of consumer satisfaction would 

then meet the requirements of increasing marketing efficiency. 

On the other hand, increased costs because of the adding of new 

and more costly services, if they are demanded by consumers may 

also represent increased efficiency." Kohls further sub-divides 

marketing efficiency into two different categories t (i} 

technological efficiency and (!i) economic efficiency. Accord

ing to him, "Economic efficiency is concerned with maintaining 

the competitive aspects of marketing. The best measure of 

satisfaction output is probably what the consumer will pay in 

the market place.• 

Mr. Clark has defined efficiency as having the follow

ing three components. 

1. Effectiveness with which the marketing service is being 

performed. 

2. The cost of which t his service is performed. 

3. Effect of this cost and the methods of performing the 

services on production and consumption.27 



2.10 Channgls of Distrlbution of Potatoes 

are 1 

Normally the agencies engaged 1n distribution of potatoes 

1 Producers 
ii VUlage Merchants 

iii Commission Agents 
iv Wholesale Merchants 
v Retailers. 

{1) Producers t Except for some occasional sales by 

agricuJ. turists to consumers 1n the weekly bazars, the producer 

and the consumer normally do not have direct negotiations for 

sale and purchase of potatoes. 

{ii) Village Merchants 1 The village merchants including 

local well-to-do agricul. turists, normally operate in some vUlages 

and make purchases, either directly from the producers 1n 

vUlages on any day during marketing season, or 1n the local 

week1y markets. The produce so purchased by them is generally 

sold in the assembling markets through local ~datyas consigned 

to commission agents in the cons~ markets. 

(iii) Commission Agents 1 At present the commission agent 

is t he most important agency for distribution of potatoes, some 

of them also make advances to agriculturists on condition that 

t he produce shall be sold through them only. They also employ 

agents who induce the villagers to sell their goode through 

t heir firm . Some of the commission agents also act as wholesale 

buyers and supply potatoes on order to merchants in other markets. 

The commis s ion agents may also arrange and pay in the first in

stance, f or t r ansport, hamal!, oct4oi, weighment charges, etc. 
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on behalf of the seller. They are, therefore, more popular 

among the producers and a major portion of the produce in the 

consuming markets is sold through them. 

The transactions through commission agents at a place 

like Bombay which is one of the biggest consuming markets 

have certain defects such as sales under cover of cloth, grant

ing of "Vatav" or rebate to buyers and unnecessary deductions 

for charity and •Kadta" which are not liked by the s~llers. 

Such practices have become more pronounced of late. 

(iv) !ho1esa1e Merchants 1 There are two classes of 

wholesale merchants, · viz., (a) those who restrict their bUJing 

and selling operations to the same market, and (b) those who 

buy 1n one market and sell 1n another market. Sometimes they 

act as commission agents to buyers from distant markets. 

(v) Retailers 1 Retailers form the last but the most 

important link 1n the distribution of potatoes from the 

growers to the consumers. They cons 1st of stall-holders, haw

kers, provision merchants, etc.28 
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CHAPTER III 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This. chapter takes a review of some of the studies of 

production and marketing of potato in India and Maharaahtra. 

3.1 Situation in India 

The potato is one of the most important vegetable crops 

grown in India. Its production has many advantages over that 

of other crops. It produces more calories than wheat, rice 

or cabbage per unit- area. It provides better nutrition, and 

many industrial products can be manufactured from it, thus 

providing the country with an industrial base. Ita cultiva

tion creates more employment and has a potential for good 
1 returns during a year of a normal production and marketing. 

The distribution of area and production of potato in 

the major producing countries during the triennium 1976-77 

to 1978-79 is given in Table 3.1. USSR is the foremost potato 

producing country, with 38 per cent of the total world area 

under potato and contributing 32 per cent of the world's pro

duction. Poland comes next with a share of 17 per cent in 

world's production. India has 3.5 per cent of the total 

world area under potato and ita production is just 2.8 per 

cent of the world total. Much smaller countries like France, 

26 
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Table 3,1 : Area, froduction and yield or potato in major producing countries or the 

world Average for 1976, 1977 and 1978) 

------ --------------------- --------Yield per 
hectare Countries Area Percentage 

(000 ha.) to world 

----------- •. -----------
l,;aechoalovalda 

France 

Geraan Deaocratic 
Republic 

Federal Republic 
or Geruny 

Italy 

Poland 

Roaania 

SpaiD 

United KingdOII 

Yugoslavia 

li.S. S.R. 

Peru 

India 

Japan 

Turkey 

Others 

World Total 

231.00 

282.67 

582.00 

390.00 

177.33 

2393.67 

)05.67 

385.67 

222.00 

)07.33 

7065.33 

252.67 

635.3:3 

132.3) 

182.00 

4835.67 

1.26 

1.54 

).17 

2.12 

0.96 

13.02 

1.66 

2.10 

1.21 

1.67 

)8.44 

1.37 

).46 

0.72 

0.99 

26.31 

18)80.67 100,00 

.Production 
(000 tonnes) 

Percentage 
to world 
total (in tonnes) -------------

39)7.00 

6529.00 

9076.)) 

10562.00 

2992.67 

1.5899.67 

4481.67 

5618.67 

6160.67 

2787.)3 

84884.67 

1632.33 

7543.33 

3522.)3 

2816.67 

68427.66 

).95 

1.12 

17.20 

1.68 

2.11 

2.30 

1.04 

)1,81 

0.61 

2.83 

1.32 

1.06 

25.64 

266882,33 100.00 

170.33 

231.00 

156.67 

272.00 

168.67 

192.33 

146.67 

145.67 

278.33 

89.33 

120.00 

64.67 

118.67 

266.00 

155.00 

147.00 

Bulletin on Commercial Crops Statistics, Directorate of Economics and 
Statistics, Ministry or Agriculture, Government or India. 
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Germany, Spain and U.K. als.o produce 2 to 3 per cent of the 

world's production. India's yield level is quite low (119 

quintals per hectare) compared to those of Japan, U.K., 

France and Federal Republic of Germany (266, 278, 231 and 272 

quintals per hectare respectively) and the world average of 

147 quintals per hectare. 

Table 3.2 shows the statewise distribution of area 

and production of potato in India. Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal 

and Bihar are the ma3or potato producing states with 32, 19 

and 21 per cent respectively of the total area under potato 

in India and with share of 38, 14 and 24 per cent in total 

production. So about three-fourths of the production come 

from these three states. Pun3ab comes next with a contribution 

of 8 per cent to All India production. So tar as yield rates 

are concerned, Gujarat ranks first with 246 quintals per 

hectare followed by Punjab (205 quintals per hectare). The 

yield rates in Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal are lower (144 

and 149 quintals per hectare respectively) and that of Bihar 

(85 q~tals per hectare) is even lower than the national 

average (122 quintals per hectare). 2 

The all-India final estimate of 1984-85 placed the 

production ot potato at 12,642.0 thousand t onnes as compared 

to t he revised estimate of 12,151.8 thousand tonnes in 1983-84. 

During the same period t he area under the crops were estimated 

at 853.3 and 794.3 thousand hectares respectively. (Thus, 
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Table 3,2 : Area, production and yield of potato statewise position in India 

State 

--- - -----
Ass !II 

Bihar 

Gujarat 

Haryana 

Ht.achal Pradesh 

Kai'nataka 

Madhya Pradesh 

Maharashtra 

Meghalaya 

Or1aea 

Punjab 

'faa11 Badu 

Uttar Pradesh 

Weast Bengal 

Other States 

All-I Delia 

Area 
(000 ba.) 

)2.70 

143.33 

ij•27 

11.47 

13.80 

10.)0 

20.10 

10.7) 

17.7) 

7 • .).) 

.).).27 

12.07 

221.90 

134.87 

14.53 

691.73 

--------------Per cent to Production 
all-India (000 tonnes) 
total 

4.73 

20.72 

1.20 

1.66 

1.99 

1.49 

2.91 

1.55 

2.56 

1.06 

4.81 

1.74 

)2.08 

19.40 

2.10 

100.00 

152.37 

1227.37 

197.40 

213.03 

70.37 

96.37 

218.73 

49.63 

97.70 

51.40 

680.1) 

111.57 

3237.73 

2003.97 

69.20 

8477.17 

-------Per cent to 
all-India 
total -------

1.80 

14.48 

2.33 

2.51 

0.83 

1.14 

2.58 

0. 59 

1.15 

0.60 

8.02 

1.32 

38.19 

2).64 

0. 82 

100.00 

Yield at 
15/ha. 

46.58 

84.97 

246.44 

186.62 

51.00 

9).51 

108.77 

46.24 

55.00 

69.94 

204.79 

9).70 

144.14 

148.98 

N. A. 

Source Bulletin on Commercial Crops Statistics, Directorate or Economics and 
Statistics, Ministry or Agriculture, Government or India. 
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ovnr the year, production .of the crops increased by 4.0 and 

7.4 per cent respectively.) However, the average yield 

declined from 15,298 kg. per hectare in 1983-84 to 14,815 kg. 

per hectare in 1984-85.3 

The Agricultural Prices Commission presents its views 

on t he price policy for potatoes for the 1976-77 season. 

Despite the steep fall in the prices of potato 1n 1974-75 

consequent to the bumper harvest of around 62 lakhs tonnes, 

the acreages under the crop registered a turther increase in 

1975-76. As a result o.f an anticipated good crop, prices of 

potato generally ruled at low levels during the earlier part 

of the current marketing year. In the subsequent months, 

however, they registered such sharp increases that the spread 

between the index number of wholesale prices of potato in 

February 1976 and that in October 1976 was as large as 127 

per cent. While the rise during the months of March and 

April 1976 reflected the salutary effect on these prices of 

purchases made by the National Agricultural Cooperative 

Federation (NACF) and the presence of the Food Corporation 

of India (FCI} in the market, the present increase thereafter 

are of the character of an oft season phenomenon. 

An examination of the seasonal variation in potato 

prices in the different markets of the producing states shows 

that t he absolute order of this variation during the current 

year, ranging between Rs . 50 and Rs. 72 per quintal is higher 
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than the costs that need ~o be currently incurred for carrying 

t he potatoes through the season. Whlle analysing the temporal 

variation in potato prices, it is of course important to 

remember that the data base 1n respect of th~ commodity, 

particularly of its prices is rather inadequate and weak. 

The limitation of data apart, the wide intraseasonal spread 

in potato prices essentially derives from the semi-perishable 

nature of the commodity and the inadequacy of cold storage 

capacity in relation to its output. These two factors have 

the effect of overselling the stream of availabllity of 

potatoes in the months immediately following harvest and of 
. 

overdrying it in the lean months, thereby accentuating the 

intraseasonal, spread in the prices of this commodity. (The 

potato month-end wholesale prices are noted 1n Table 3.3). 

In order to bring down the cost of marketing by reduc

ing the incidence of spoilage involved 1n transporting 

potatoes over longer distance, the number of ventilated C.A. 

type wagons be considerably increased. Given the need for 

stepping up the marketing efficiency in respect of this 

commodity, state government not only accord appropriate 

priority to the programme for the statutory regulation of 

markets for potatoes but also enforce the market legislation 

already enacted so that the benefits of regulation percolate 

to the growers. 4 

It is reported that potato production bas increased in 



Table 3.3 : Potato : Mootb-end wholesale prices 

.I1IIK 
Pata.a (Deahl) 

Jaouarr 
rebru&rr 
March 
April 
Mar 
J11oe 

Ju.lJ 
A\llll&t 
Sept•ber 
October 
Jo••ber 
Dec•ber 

Qy1erat 

Deeea 

J&DUU'J 
Februar, 
March 
April 
Mar 
June 

.Ju.lr 
A~.~&ll&t 
Sept•ber 
October 
lonaber 
D•c•ber 

!itruoa 

lara.al 

Januarr 
Febr11ar:y 
March 
April 
Mar 
oiWie 

.Jill:r 
Al.l&llat 
Sept•ber 
October 
llo••ber 
Deceaber 

HiFfcbal fradeeb 

28.00 
)0.00 
45.00 
55.00 
70.00 
70.00 

70.00 
75.00 
75.00 
82.00 
82.00 
I.A. 

65.00 
65.00 
42.00 
4).00 
70.00 
70.00 

70.00 
70.00 
72.00 
72.00 
75.00 
75.00 

(NaDd1 (Lower Hille Plaioa) 

.Jao11arr 
rebruarr 
March 
April 
May 
J\Uie 

Jl117 
.l~.~&uat. 
Sept.eaber 
October 
lloYeaber 
Deceaber 

45.00 
45.00 
60.00 
60.00 
6).00 
68,00 

65.00 
75.00 
70.00 

100,00 
92.00 
62.00 

40.00 
)7.00 
)S,OO 
)8.00 
)8.00 
Sl.OO 

50.00 
65.00 
60.00 
65.00 
65.00 
55.00 

75.00 
75.00 

'?5.;00 
)0,00 
55.00 
67.00 

70.00 
70.00 
70.00 
70.00 

110.00 
90.00 

-25.00 

45.00 
57.00 
50.00 
40.00 
.)8,00 
42.00 

43.00 
56.00 
6),00 
58.00 
57.00 
58.00 

)5.00 
)0,00 
42.00 
45.00 
52.00 
67.00 

70.00 
67.00 
57.00 
60.00 
58.00 
45.00 

90.00 
50.00 
45.00 
50.00 
55.00 
60.00 

60.00 
60.00 
90.00 
90.00 
85.00 
90.00 

26.00 
25.00 
)2 .oo 
55.00 
65.00 
60.00 

75.00 
65.00 
6o.oo 
40.00 
75.00 
35.00 

37.00 
)8.00 
)8.00 
45.00 
)8.00 
62.00 

60.00 
60.00 
65.00 
60.00 
40.00 
40.00 
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)6.00 
45.00 
52.00 
67.00 
67.00 
80.00 

80.00 
85.00 
80.00 

100.00 
105.00 

N.A. 

90.00 
100.00 
90.00 
60.00 
60.00 
60.00 

60.00 
60.00 

100.00 
135.00 
135.00 
1)5 .oo 

)5.00 
)5.00 
50.00 
60.00 
65.00 
70.00 

75.00 
65.00 
75.00 
95.00 
65.00 
50.00 

40.00 
)6.00 
47.00 
5).00 
62.00 
60.00 

57.00 
75.00 

----------- -------------------

70.00 
50.00 
70.00 
60.00 
62.00 
95.00 

95.00 
107.00 
95.00 
98.00 
98.00 

N. A. 

135.00 
1)5.00 

50,00 
70.00 
80.00 

100.00 

100,00 
100,00 
100,00 
100.00 
100,00 
100,00 

45.00 
55.00 
70.00 
75.00 
90.00 
80.00 

96.00 
85.00 
85.00 
75.00 
80,00 
45.00 

-70.00 
70.00 
60 , 00 
ao.oo 
75.00 
75.00 

60.00 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
50.00 
70.00 

65.00 
68,00 
70.00 
70.00 
75.00 
60.00 

100.00 
100.00 

50.00 
40.00 
50.00 
so.oo 
50.00 
50.00 
50.00 
50.00 
50.00 
50,00 

.)6.00 

.)0.00 
28.00 
.)2.00 
.)0.00 
55.00 

60.00 
55.00 

65.00 
70.00 
)0.00 

70.00 
60.00 
50.00 
40.00 
)0.00 
65.00 

6).00 
60.00 
65.00 

85 .00 

)8.00 
)0.00 
)5.00 
60.00 
69.00 
82.00 

85.00 
95.00 

102.00 
75.00 

50,00 
50.00 
55.00 
55.00 
55.00 
55.00 

55.00 
55.00 

100.00 
115.00 

.)0.00 

.)0.00 
40.00 
72.00 
70.00 
80.00 

80.00 
80.00 
80,00 
70.00 

46.00 
35.00 
40.00 
70.00 
82.00 
82.00 

85.00 
90.00 
90.00 
87.00. 

------
(co&.) 

I 
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Table l.l : (contd.) 

------- - - - ----------- --------- 1976 st;t;tc.~t;.iv;ri,ty- - - - 197o 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 ------- ---------- - - - -- - - - - - ------- - --- - - . - - - -- -
11£11,.~. 

Ba~~&alore ( Cl!alli II&) 

Januar, ao.oo 94.00 72.00 115.00 100.00 
70.00 74.00 66.00 90.00 February 

70.00 Marcb 62.00 60.00 64.00 
April 64.00 56.00 62.00 70.00 

to 

May 88,00 
75.00 
67.00 59.50 92.00 94.00 100.00 

to 

Ju.D! 100,00 70.00 
64.00 
80.00 100.00 110.00 120.00 
to 

105.00 
120.00 Jl.lly 62.00 66,00 80.00 104.00 Au,u.t 66.00 )6.00 68,00 9~.00 1oo.oo Sept•b•r 60.00 37.00 7).00 8 .00 100,00 Octo bar 84.00 27.00 82.00 95.00 124.00 

~0 to 
100.20 62.40 aloyeaber 110.00 70.00 106,00 105.00 Deceaber 105.00 76.00 106,00 88 , 00 

to 
118.00 

I!UII:I•b51;1 
Boabay (Talegaon Ko.l) 

JaDI.I&rJ 67.00 87.50 61.20 H. A. 75.00 7).70 68.70 February 61.20 S8.70 61.20 II, A, 62.50 73.70 6).70 Marcb 6).70 S8.70 t).70 TJ. 70 76.20 7).70 67.SO April 71.20 65.00 7.50 81.20 92.50 71. 20 87.so May 91.20 67.50 61.20 101.20 10).70 92.SO 112.50 June 115.00 74.00 91. 20 127.50 116.20 107.50 145.00 
July 92.15 77.00 107.50 12).70 121,20 127.50 175.00 'U&"'t 127.SO 81,20 87. 50 II.A • 12). 70 92.50 150.00 Sept•ber 67.SO 46.00 60.00 90.00 87.50 7).70 107.SO October 111.20 S5.SO 92.50 12).70 107.50 102.50 1)7.00 KoY•ber 111 20 S8.70 92.SO 1)8. 70 117.50 97.SO Deceaber 127 .so S).70 97.50 14S.OO 107.50 125.00 

!!IBUIZI 
SbillODI 

"'~7 68.00 69.00 65.00 50.00 100,00 90.00 Febrl.l&rJ 80.00 85.00 88.00 50.00 90.00 75.00 -Mtrcb 64.00 55.00 6).00 78.00 100.00 80,00 7).00 to 
April 95.00 65.00 65.00 90.00 95.00 90.00 

75.00 
87.00 to 

May 84.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 95.00 95.00 85.00 105.00 to 
JUD! 68.00 58.00 78.00 60.00 110.00 80.00 85.00 95.00 to to to to 68.00 70.00 90.00 July 106.00 62,00 80.00 68.00 100.00 105.00 to to 69.00 uo.oo AU&Uat 9).00 72.00 75.00 72.00 105.00 115.00 to 
Sept,.ber 75.00 

104.00 104.00 72.00 90.00 140.00 - 118.00 October 81.00 102.00 65.00 102.00 140. 00 101.00 118.00 • Joy•ber 140.00 65.80 70.00 100.00 125.00 to 
Dece•ber 145.00 

145.00 ?J.OO 80,00 1JO.OO 45.00 

------ ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---- - - - -
( cont.d.) 
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Table J1 .l : ( contd.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 1976 - -State/Centre/Variety 1970 19n 1972 1973 1974 1975 ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~ 

JullWlClhur (Sated) 

January )9.50 42.00 )1.50 )1.00 4~.00 47.00 )4.00 
Fabruary 42.00 ti•oo )0.00 )7.00 55.00 )9.00 42.00 
March 5o.-oo .oo 30.00 48.00 65.00 )0,00 40.00 
April 58.00 4).00 52.00 49.00 64.00 -2) .oo 70.00 
May 58.00 41.00 56. 00 5).00 65.00 J5.00 75.00 
June 80.00 42.00 68.50 80.00 80.00 64.00 85.00 

July 80.00 54.00 65.00 72.50 78.00 60.00 90.00 
Auguat 80.00 54.00 62.00 70.00 75.00 58.00 80.00 
Septuber 80.00 59.00 6o.oo 8).00 75.00 65.00 85.00 
October g7,00 56.50 56.00 98.00 78.00 65.00 84.00 • 
iovuber 75.00 52.50 46.00 90.00 80,00 53.00 
Dec•ber 4).00 28.50 )8.00 52.00 51.00 )2.00 

TI!Ql !ls&u 

Mettupoalayam ( Raai) 

January 95.55 93.88 69.)) 95.56 9).48 116.67 99.ai February 82.22 73.33 72.22 94.89 94.44 107.78 88. 
Jlarcb 78.45 66.66 64.44 80.45 81.~4 100.00 80.00 
AprU 71.11 77.77 61.11 71.7) 88. 9 97.77 80,00 
May 86.66 74.44 70.00 106.52 91.11 104.44 108.88 
June 91.11 70.00 90.75 86.95 87.78 1)).3) 111.11 
July 71.11 62,22 81.12 76.08 . 84.44 7).)) 111.11 
Auguat 75.55 58.88 66.67 71.73 73.:33 66.66 10) .)) 
September 85.55 55.55 . 80.00 76.08 7).)3 78.88 100.00 
October 9~·44 7).)3 77.78 9).47 88.68 98.3) 106.66 
lonmber 9 .)) 72.22 80,00 104.34 95.55 93.)) December 90.55 66.67 89.71 102.17 115.55 N.A • 

tJttu f!:edeah 

Farrukbabad (·lllilitary Special) 

January )1.50 42.50 26,25 27,25 51.00 36 .00 32.00 February 40.00 )2.50 25.00 )6.75 50.00 )8.00 26. 50 March )6.25 25.00 )0.00 46.25 48.00 25.00 33.00 April 62.50 27.50 42.50 Z6·00 48.00 18.50 i6.oo Jlay 55.00 )6.25 50.00 .oo 50.00 40.00 .oo June 70.00 50.00 75.00 75.00 95.00 70.00 85.00 
July 80.00 50.00 75.00 80.00 85.00 72.50 90.00 August 82.50 52.50 72.50 80.00 90.00 68.00 75.00 Sept•ber 85.00 60.00 70.00 86.50 90.00 60.00 92.00 October 95.00 67.50 65.00 100.00 95.00 65.00 85.00 lov•ber B0,62 42.50 51.50 64.40 95.00 76.00 December 44.00 25.25 )6.25 47.00 44.50 33.50 

Uttar Pras&eah 

l.aapur ( Pabari) 

January N.A. N,A, N.A. N.A. N.A. 65.00 6).00 February 42.50 42.50 N.A. N.A. N. A. N.A. 58.00 Marcb 50.00 45.00 44.00 56.25 74.00 N. A. k~:gg April 67.50 )7.50 49.00 57.50 65.00 45.00 May 75.00 42.50 58.00 60.00 70.00 52.00 85.00 June 85.00 55.00 71.50 90.00 88.00 80,00 98.00 
July ll7.50 60.00 75.00 100.00 93.00 92.00 112.00 Aucuat CJS.OO 70.00 77.50 96.00 99.00 100.00 115.00 September 97.50 99.00 59.00 80,00 102.00 92.00 105.00 October 112.50 115.00 56.00 94.00 96.00 105.00 105.00 Joyember 95.00 69.00 65.00 70.00 85.00 80,00 December 80,00 60.00 65.00 72.00 72.00 65.00 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------ - - - -
( contd,) 



•••t. Bta••1 

Celcu~~ (Deal MalDltal) 

J&DU&I"J 
rebruU'J 
Mucb 
~~1 
JUDe 

olu.lf 
~\&at 
Sept .. bar 
October 
lo.a.b ... 
Dec .. ber 

Jaa1 
IP\uaJeb Special} 

.I&DU&rf 
1ebNal'f 
MucJa 
.lpr1l 
May 
Ju.ae 

Ju.ly 
AU& ~&at 
S.pt .. ber 
Octobar 
lonBer 
Dec•ber 

40.00 
55.00 
67.50 
77.50 

102.50 
97.50 

97.50 
97.50 

110.00 
122.50 
105.00 
uo.oo 

lj).75 
50.00 
55.00 
60.00 
67.50 
87.50 

87.50 8o.oo 
87.50 

100,00 
77.50 
45.00 

52.50 
57.50 
60,00 
5).75 
60,00 
80,00 

72.50 8o.oo 
80.00 
82.5o 
15.00 
82.50 

lt7. so so.oo 
48.75 
50,00 
50.00 
57.50 

57.50 
62.50 
70.00 
7).75 
47.50 
)5.00 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - -- - -
• Tbird week ot October 1976 

M.A. Quotation• tor tbe concerned 
Ttrht7 ware DOt anilable 

so.oo 
52.50 
47.50 ss.oo 
82.50 
8).75 

85.00 
87,50 
87.50 
90.00 
85.00 
45.00 

40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
67.50 
62.50 
1).15 

71.25 
70.00 
70.00 
61.50 
55.00 
40.00 

35 

47.50 
60.00 
75.00 
82.50 
97.50 
97.50 

102.50 
95.00 
98.25 

122.50 
105.00 
92.50 

41.25 
46.25 
62.50 
67.50 
70.00 
82.50 

82.50 
8),75 
92.50 

107,50 
58.75 
70.00 

1974 

70.00 
77.50 
92.50 
92.50 

112.50 
us.oo 
117. so 
115.00 
117 .so 
122,50 
95.00 
85.00 

oo.oo 
62.50 
70,00 
85.00 
62.50 
88.50 

90.00 
~0.00 
95.00 
98.75 
81.25 
S8.7S 

---------

1975 

ss.oo 
60,00 
ss.oo 
61,25 
90,00 
92.50 

87.50 
88.75 
92.50 

110.00 
117 .so 
90.00 

48.75 
45.00 
)6.25 
42.5o 
52.50 
75.00 

67.50 
67.50 
72.50 
12.50 
55.00 
n.so 

- Intormation not received 

so.oo 
55.00 
75.00 
85.00 

102.50 
105.00 

107.50 
107.50 
125.00 
120.00 

)7.50 
42.50 
52.50 
67.50 
87.50 
85.00 

90.00 
85.00 
85.50 
90.00 

-------

~ : Directorate ot lconoaica and. Statiatlca, Miaiatry ot Agriculture and Irr1cat1on. 



the past few years, but, the cold storage capacity has not kept 

pace with the demand for storage space. Consequently, a very 

large proportion of the potatoes produced in the , .ountry has 

to be stored in farm stores under adverse conditions resul.ting 

in severe losses of !bod material due to transpiration and 

sprouting. In view of high costs and paucity of cold storages 

in the country, there is an imperative need for t (i) devising 

improvised country stores with thatched ceiling, ventilation 

and insulation, on the pattern development of the Patna 

station of the CPRI in mid-fifties, and (ii) augmenting the 

cold storage capacity in the country. Moreover, in certain 

years, and in certain areas of the country, large production 

results in gluts and t he farmers do not get remunerative 

prices • . To cope with these situations and to minimize losses 

to the farmers and of a nutritive food, it is necessary to 

convert potato in such forms as can be stored at ambient 

temperatures for extended periods. Keeping in view the limited 

purchasing power, it is desirable to evolve such processes 

which are simple and cheap so that the cost of the produce 

does not discourage its utUization. 

At the Central Potato Research Institute, experiments 

were carried out to sun-dry potatoes in the plains at harvest 

time. To prevent blackening during sun drying the potato 

slices can be dipped in 0.5 per cent solution of potassium 

metabisulphate for one hour. Sun dried slices can either be 

used for direct frying or can be powdered and used to partially 
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replace 'maida' in the prep~ation of biscuits, the process 

does not require machinery except hand slicers. 

In the prevailing circumstances, when our average per 

capita consumption of only about 7 kg. 1s much below than in 

many developed countries, it is necessary to concentrate on 

uses of the potato as human food. However, the potato can be 

used for production of high quality alcohol etc., and as a 

by-product high quality protein and fodder.5 

The trend 1n potato prices, though upward, was not 

significant. There were violent year to year price fluctua

tions 1n the absence of a regular and effective price support 

policy. Thus, under the uncertain price situation, the far

mere sufferfld during the years of slump 1n potato prices. 

Effective price support programmes might avoid such situations . 

The seasonal nuctuations also need to be smoothened 

to ensure a reasonable income to the producer-sellers. This 

object can be achieved by prolonging the sowing and the har

vesting periods of the main crop, by increasing the cold 

storage capacity and by establishing processing units for 

potatoes. 

The quantities marketed by the farmers in the big con

suming markets were relatively small owing to the constraints, 

such as the lack of market information, lack of capital, lack 

of timely transport facilities, cumbersome procedure in 

' ! 
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dispatching the produce, price uncertainty, and the risk of 

damage. 

The decision by the farmers how to sell and where to 

sell should be taken keeping 1n view the economics of each 

decision. The constraints, on account of which the producers

sellers suffer for selling their produce 1n the big consuming 

markets referred to above need to be removed. 

The Government should implement the price support policy 

on a zoe gular bas is and ensure a ome minimum price to the pro

ducers. The minimum support price should be fixed, keeping 

in view, both the economic and non-economic considerations, 

so t hat this crop does not get undue price advantage, which 

may lead to instability in the area under this crop. However, 

t he procurement price could be decided, l~eping in view the 

demand and supply position during each year. 

Potato is a perishable commodity and cannot be stored 

i n or dinary godown and for long even in cold stores, its 

buffer stocks cannot be maintained and the c·ontrol over its 

supply and distribution over a period is not feasible, as 1n 

the case of foodgrains. Hence, to make the price support 

policy effective along with procurement, exports are esse~tial. 

The Government, t herefore, needs to take up regular e~ort 

progr amme on a long t er m basis to the Middle East and Gulf 

countries where there i s a greater scope. Even 1n the absence 
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of export dema.'ld, the government should not play a passive role 

1n t he market. The study has also shown that the disposal of 

the procured produce in the country markets during the peak 

season failed to improve the price situation and, this was not 

of any help to the average producer. This a1 terna ti ve by the 

government should, therefore, be taken up only as the last 

resort when the private trade is functioning to the detriment 

of the producers. Primarily, the government should procure 

to dispose of the produce in foreign markets and alternatively 

they should cold store the procured produce to sell during 

the lean period.6 

The area and production of potato have increased appre

ciabl y over the last two decades 1n India, apparently due to 

larger and higher relative profitability of the crop. The 

compound growth rat e of area under potato during the period 

l96o-6l to 1978-79 was the hlghes·t (3.94 per cent) of aJ.l crops 

and the growth rate of its pr oduction (6.89 per cent) next 

only to that of wheat (7 •. 54 per cent). 7 

The percentage share of potato in gross cropped area is, 

however, still low in India (less than 1 per cent) since it is 

considered more as a vegetable than as a staple food crop. 

In many countries of Europe and America it ranges from 50 to 

75 kgs. per annum, whereas in India, it is only around 7 ltg. 

per annum. With the rise in per capita income and standard 
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of living of the people, we can expect a sharp increase in 

the demand for potato leading to a shift in acreage in favour 

of potato, as it happened in the past. This will be a 

desirable development in view of the fact that it is a very 

nutritive crop and a cheap source of protein which can correct 

some of the present nutritional imbalances. 

One main problem with regard to the production of a 

perishable commodity like potato is the high fluctuation in 

prices which dip to numerative levels for the farmer during 

periods of glut and rise to high levels during periods of 

short supply, which purt the interest of the consumer. 

Thus, there is a negative relationship between market 

arrivals and prices. Existence of adequate storage facilities 

can, to a certain extent, smoothen out the fluctuations in 

supply from season to season and thereby reduce price nuctua

tions also. 

Use of cold storage facilities however, depends on 

the retentive capacity of farmers, which is likely to vary 

directly with the size groups of holdings. Distress sales at 

low post-harvest prices are likely to be more common among 

small farDera than others, even where storage facilities 

exist. 

It will be worth while to consider whether the average 

prices received by different size-classes of farmers over the 
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cost of oul.tivation and marketing of potato and leave a reason

able margin of profit. It will also be instructive to analyse 

the price spread from the producer to the consumer via the 

middlemen (wholeseller and retailer) and estimate the producers 

share in the consumer's rupee. 

A study recommended that farmers should be provided with 

the necessary infrastructural facilities relating to marketing 

and cold storage. Increase in cold storage facilities within 

easy reach of the farmer will go a long way in reducing sea

sonal fluctuations in prices and stabilizing the profits of 

the farmer. To mitigate the hardship of the farmers caused 

by annual fluctuat'ions in prices, an effective price support 

policy is needed. This may be in the form of a guaranteed 

minimum price. There is an evidence of inter-district move

ments of potato within the state as well as outside the state 

to better prices prevailing in the outside markets. This 

advantage was largely availed by th~ efficient farmers. Mea

sures such as cooperative marketing and cheap transport faci

lity should be strengthened so that small farmers can benefit 

from such measures and get better prices for their produce.8 

There are considerable spatial and temporal variations 

in the prices of potato. A general idea may be obtained from 

Table 3.4 which gives the wholesale market prices for potatoes 

over the last few years in one of the producing markets and 

one consumer market of the country. The data indicate that 
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Table 3,4 1 Prices of potatoes in a producer and a consumer 
market in India - 1980-81 through 1985-86 

--~------------~---------------Year 

.. ---
l98o-8l 

1981-82 

1982-83 

1983-84 

1984-85 

1985-86 

Producer Market 
Jalandhar 

-- -----------October December 

Consumer ~arket 
Calcutta 
~-· ----------October December 

--------- ----------
,_, ______ _ 

100,0 65,0 

45.0 '40,0 

80,0 65,0 

140,0 90,0 

75.0 50.0 

75.0 80,o 

220,0 

120,0 

145.0 

2~5.0 

177.5 

157.5 

105.0 

115.0 

82,5 

162.5 

122.5 

150 .• 0 
. 

---------~--------------------~ 

these price differences in different markets are much more 

than the corresponding transportation and related handling 

costs, which. work out to Rs, 60 per quintal for trucks and 

Rs, 15 per quintal by rail as at present, These data demon

strate that potato market is quite segmented and ~1ements of 

imperfection are quite strong, 

Second aspect of the problem is that the prices vary 

a great deal between the post-harvest season and the lean 

months, Corresponding to these seasonal difference, it would 

be relevant to examine the storage and related coats which 

work out as follows for the producing market of Jalandhar, 



Storage charges 
{January to September) 

Handling, hauling, etc. 
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. Cost 
Per Quintal 

(Rs.) 

16.25 

2.50 -----
18.75 

When driage and interest are added, cost works out to 

Rs. 27 per quintal. The difference in seasonal prices is 

often , but not. always, more than the related costs of stor~e. 

This again indicates high degree of rigidity of potato market 

on the one hand and uncertainty on the other. Storage can 

resul.t in huge losses sometimes, 

In regard to the general price trend, throughout 

1985-86 the wholesale prices of potato ruled much higher than 

in the corresponding months of 1984-8?• The Economic Adviser's 

{monthly average) index numbers of wholesale prices of potato, 

which stood at 194.2 in July 1985, maintained a steady rising 

trend till it touched 221.2 in October 1985. With the arrival 

of t he 1985-86 crop, between November, 1985 and February, 

1986, the price index fell from 219,5 to 169,7, However, the 

index firmed upto 216,3 in March 1986 and continued to rise 

in t he subsequent months to touch 382,6 in June 1986, WhUe 

in 1984-85 the monthly average price index ranged between 

188,2 and 223,8, during 1985-86 the index remained persistently 

higher and fluctuated between 168,4 and 382,6. 
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The prices of potato are generally volatile in nature 

and sensitive to changes in the level of production as well 
-

as short-time factors, such as market ar.J:!.ivals, t.ransport 

bottlenecks and prices of other vegetables. Hence, they tend 

to display wide temporal and spatial variations. Considerable 

and general rise in the prices of potato during the 1985-86 

season was mainly due to failure of the crop in Punjab and 
. ' 

Uttar Pradesh caused b.Y late blight. Table 3.5 gives the 

Economic Adviser's index numbers of wholesale prices of potato 

(monthly average) from July 1985 to June 1986. 

Table 3,5 t Index numbers of wholesale prices of potato 

-~---~--------·~--------------~-Year July August Septem- October November December 
ber 

--------------------------------
1985 194.2 218.7 216.6 221.2 219 •. 5 210.2 

-----------------~-------------~ 

---------------~--~-------------January February March April May June . 
---------~-----------~--~--~~~--
1986 168.4 350.6 382..6 

-------------~~-----------------

There is no systematic announcement of minimum support 

prices, nor any regular price support scheme in respect of 

potato, but, in a situation of glut in the market, when the 

interests of the cultivators are threatened, at the request of 
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the concerned state governments, Government of India lends 

support to market intervention operations at an agreed indica

t i ve/intervention price.. Such scheme is implemented through 

NAFED as the designated Central Agency in association with 

state co.operatives. These agencies purchase potato directly 

from growers to prevent distress sales. 

During 1984-85 the market intervention price for potato 

was fixed at Ra. 50 per quintal and it was raised to Rs. 60 

per quintal in 1985-86. In 1984-85 the scheme was in operation 

in t he State of Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh and 

West Bengal and a total of 31,653 tonnes were purchased under 

it. 

However, during 1985-86, there were no purchases for 

market support purposes as the prices of potato ruled much 
' 9 

above the intervention price of Rs. 60 per quintal~ . 

3.2 Situation in Maharashtra 

The cultivation of potatoes in Maharashtra has been in

creasing steadily during the last ten years. The area under 

this crop and its production which was of the order of 8 1 700 

hectares and 39,400 tonnes in the year 1955-56 stood at 16,300 

hectares and 53,100· tonnes in the year l96o-61 representing a 

rise of 7? per cent in area and 34 per cent in production as 

compared to the all•India rise of 31 per cent and 49 per cent 

r espect ively during t he same period. The year 1961-62 which 
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was marked by a heavy rainfall brought a considerable fall in 

area and production which stood at 13,600 hec~ares and 43,200 
10 

tonnes respectively. The details are presented in. Table 3.6. · 

Table 3.6 1 Area under potato and production in' Maharashtra 
State (1955-56 - 1961-62) 

--- ~----- ... -------- __ .. _______ 
---

Year Area (in Production 
hectares) (in M.T.) -------- -- -- .. -- - -- -- ------~-.-- -

1955-56 8,700 39,400 

1956-57 12,200 55,000 

1957-58 12,700 52,200 

1958-59 11,500 50,000 

1959-60 13,800 55,800 

1960-61 16,300 53,100 

1961-62 13,600 43,200 

-------------------------------
Potato As A Cash Crop 

Various economic and extra-economic factors have been 

influencing potato cultivation in the region. A few of them 

which enable the cultivators to make a choice 1n favour of 

potato are as follows. 

Firstly, potato is primarily used as a vegetable through

out the country and has a steady demand round the year. It 

has an assured market, particularly 1n urban areas, where fresh 
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vegetables are not available at a reasonable rates throughout 

t he year. 

Secondly, potato is a short duration crop maturing in 

90 to 110 days and thus it not only gives a quick return on 

the money invested, but can also be grown in this region where 

irrigational facilities are available for .a short period. 

Thirdly, the sandy loam and medium coarse variety of 

the soil of the region is eminently suitable for potato crop 

as the lose soil allows an easy development of the tubers. 

Lastly, the crop fits well into the rotational system 

in vogue. The predominant crop in the area 1s kharif bajra 

followed by rabi potato. The entire nutrients released by 

the fertilizer doses, however, are not used up during the 

growth period of the crop. The crop, therefore, necessarUy 

leaves a residue of these inputs that helps the growth of the 

succeeding crop. A lesser dose of fertilizers and man1~s 

adversely affects the output. The cultivators in this region 

have been customarily growing this crop as an important sources 

of cash income. 

Rabi Potato 

The potato crop is taken in both kharif and rabi seasons 

in the region. Between these two, cultivators in the region, 

give preference to the rabi crop for various reasons. One of 
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the reasons 1s that the kharif potato being mainl.y rainfed, it 

is vulnerable to the monsoonic uncertainties. On the other 

hand, rabi potato is preferred as it is taken during winter 

months when the climate is cool and conducive for the rapid 

growth of the tubers. Moreover, disease-free seeds from a 

healthy stock grow.n on high attitudes are available only during 

this season. 

The rabi crop is an irrigated orop. The irrigation 

during rabi season being under control, water logging which 

generally results in rotting of potato is easily averted. 

Irrigation thus increases the percentage of marketing tubers 

to a considerable extent during the rabi season. 

The rabi potato grown 1n th$ region is relatively free 

from disease. The potato experts of the potato research centre 

located at Khed, are of the opinion that incidence of pests 

and diseases in the region 1s generally more during the kharit 

than during the rabi season. This according to the expert 

opinion, is one of· the reasons why the cultivator prefers the 

rabi potato. 

Furthermore, the rabi produce is generally· stored for 

3 to 4 months after the harvest and is also sold as seeds to 

the kharif growers from the adjoining areas during the. ensuing 

kharif. Such potatoes command a premium than sold for direct 

consumption. Thus the rabi crop not only gives higher output 

but 1s also more profitable than the kharif crop.~~ 
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Yield Rate and Production 

A comparative picture of yield rates of potato crop 

between all-India level and Maharashtra State, during a 

seven year period, may be seen in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.7 1 Yield per hectare of potato ~ India and 
Maharashtra during 1955-56 to 1961-62 

(in tonnes) 
---~------------------~--------Year All•India yield Maharaahtra State 

per hectare yield per hectare 

-------------------------------
1955-56 

1956-57 . 

195?-58 

1958-59 

1959-60 

1960-61 

1961-62 

Average 

6.10 

6.96 

6.85 

4.35 

4.51 

4.11 

3.92 

~---------~---~---~----------~-

As compared to the all-India average yield of 6.85 

tonne a per hectare, the production of 3. 92 tonnes p·er hectare 

of Maharaahtra State 1s not commendable. Again, while the 

yield per hectare for all-India has gradually gone up from 

6. 43 tonnes in 1955-56 to 7.41 tonnes in 1961-62, that for 

Maharashtra it has olightly declined. 

The annual average production of potato in Mahar ash tra 
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worked out on the basis of seven years' average (1955-56 to 

1961-62} comes to about 49,800 tonnes. The major portion 
~ 

of the produce comes from Poona District which accounts for 

51.13 per cent (average) of the total production of the 

State. Next important district is Satara with 25.24 per 

cent followed by Ahmednagar 12.53 per cent and Nasik 7.57 

per cent. The relative share of Poona District to State 

production which was 59 .14 per cent in the year 1955-56 

now (1961-62) stands at 43.98 per cent. The percentage 

share of the total production of Satara and Ahmednagar 

districts have, however, increased from 19.29 to 29 .17 and 

8. 88 to 14.58 resp~ctively during the same period indicating 

the fact that agriculturists in those districts are gradually 

taking more and more to the production of potatoes. The 

data on districtwise production for Maharashtra for a period 

of seven years are presented in Table ).8. 

Potato, a cash crop, which not only could be preser

ved easily for a few months, but also commands a ready 

market, is becoming more and more popular with the producers 

and as such its area and production in this state are on 

the increase. 

The production in general depends upon the variations 

in area and yield rates. The yield per hectare is subject 

to various environmental factors such as weather conditions, 

disease , pests, etc. Quality of seeds and the cultural 

operations also play an important role. 
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Table 3,8 a D1strictw1se production of potatoes 1n Maharashtra 

(in tonnes) 

---~----------------------------Pune Sa tara Ahmed- Nasik Other Total 
nagar 

----------- ---- .. -------- --------
1955-56 a 

Production 23,300 7,600 3,500 3,900 1,000 39,400 
Percentage 59,14 19.29 8,88 9,90 2.79 100.00 

1956-57 I 
Production 27,000 12,900 8,800 45,000 18,000 55,000 
Percentage 49.09 23.45 16.00 8.18 3,28 100.00 

1957-58 t 
Production 27,500 13,200 6,400 3,400 1,700 52,200 
Percentage 52.68 25.29 12.26 6.57 3.26 100.00 

1958-59 I 
Production 28,700 10,800 5,300 3,600 1,600 50,000 
Percentage 57.40 21.60 10.60 7.20 3,20 100.00 

1959-60 I 
Production 28,600 15,800 5,700 4,100 1,600 55,800 
Percentage 51.25 28,31 10.22 7.35 2.87 100.00 

1960-61 I 
Production 24,200 15,100 7,700 3,600 2,500 53,100 
Percentage 45.57 28.44 14.50 6.78 4.71 100.00 

1961-62 I 
Production 19,000 12,600 6,300 3,300 2,000 43,200 
Percentage 43.98 29.17 14.58 7.64 4.63 100.00 

Average a 

Production 25,471 12,571 6,242 3,771 1,759 49,814 

Percentage 51.13 25.24 12.53 7.57 3.53 100.00 

-----------------------~ ---- ----
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It would be seen from Table 3.8 that the production of 

potatoes which was 39,400 tonnes 4ur1ng the year 1955-56 rose 

to 55,000 tonnes in the year 1956-5?. During the next two 

years i.e. 195?-58 and 1958-59 the total output declined to 

52,200 and 50,000 tonnes respectively. An appreciable rise 

of 15,600 tonnes in production during the year 1956-5? was 

mainly attributed to significant rise in area and better 

yield 1n some of the producing centres. 

Although potato is mainly produced as a cash crop, it 

is not uncommon for a cultivator to retain some portion of 

the produce for the purpose of seed, domestic consumption, 

gifts to friends and relatives etc. Labourers engaged at 

the time of harvesting potatoes are given some potatoes for 

consumption in addition to their wages. The farmer however, 

may not part with his best produce on such occasions, but 

may give them inferior potatoes presumably for their consump

tion. 

In Maharashtra while the plantation of rabi crop is 

done with the seeds purchased from Simla, the seeds for 

kharif sowing are obtained from the previous rabi produce. 

It is therefore, na~al with t he producers to make adequate 

provision of seeds for kharif season by withholding a portion 

of t heir rabi crop. 

As Maharashtra State i s not self-sufficient in t he pro

duction of potato, quite a large quantity of it is obtained 
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from Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu,. Gujarat,, Karnataka,, Madhya 

Pradesh to supplement the local supplies. In Bombay, very 

small quantity of potatoes is received by sea from other 

states like Karnataka, Gujarat, etc. Previously appreciable 

quantities of potatoes were imported in Maharashtra from 

Italy, Kenya, Japan, etc. The potatoes from Italy were used 

for seed as well as table purposes and those from Kenya, 

Japan, etc., were utilized mainly for the purpose of consump

tion. 

Although the State of Maharashtra is deficit in potato 

production and imports more quantity of potatoes than what 

it produces, some of the enterprising agriculturists and 

traders especially in Sa tara, Ahmednaga:r and Nasik districts 

export ;potatoes to some important consuming centres 1n other 

states like Ahmedabad, Surat, Delhi, Jabalpur, Bangalore, 

Bhopal, Indore and even Calcutta. 

From Bombay port, a small quantity of potato is exported 

to other states like Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala, 

etc. Bombay is the only po~t from where potatoes from the 

State of Maharashtra are exported to foreign countries. 

While assembling deals with the movement of produce 

from the farm to the wholesaler's godow.n, distribution _meana 

its subsequent movement to consumers. Thus assembling and 

distributio~ are very closely related terms and the same agency 

may perform one or more functions according to convenience. 
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For instance, a producer may sell a part or Whole of hie pro

duce to wholesale merchants . from consuming area or a commission 

agents 1n an assembling market who may also purchase goods on 

their own accounts for sale to local retailers, etc. Normally 

the agencies engaged in distribution of potatoes are t (i) 

Producers, (ii) Village Merchants, (iii) Commission Agents, 

(iv) Wholesale Merchants, and (v) Retailers. 

The producers have to pay certain charges when they 

bring the produce 1n the market for sale. These charges vary 

from market to market depending upon local conditions. While 

in regulated market, these charges have been fixed by the 

market committees. 

Market Practices 

(i) Village Sales t In the case of' v111age sales, it is 

generally the ~e~ who approaches the grower either directly 

or through a village nerchant or commission agent. The pur

chaser after examining the goode quotes his price. 

(ii) Regulated Markets t In Maharaehtra State, potato 

is regulated 1n ? markets and 14 sub-yards. It being a cash 

crop which 1s consumed more by urban population, the producers, 

1n many cases, despatch their goode directly to important con

suming centres instead of selling them in the nearby regulated 

markets. The goods are generally disposed off by open auction 

system. Sometimes sales by private negotiations also takes 

place. 
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(iii) Consumipg Centres 1 In consuming cen~s the goods 

are generally brought by producers, v~lage merchants, whole

salers, or their agents. Normally a commission agent not 

only arranges for the transport of owner's produce on behalf 

of the producer, but also pays all charges of transport, 

hamal!, octroi, weighment, etc., in the first instance and 

recovers the same from the sale proceeds. 

Prices 

Seaaona1 Variations in Prices 1 All agricultural 

commodities including potatoes are subject to seasonal fluc

tua tiona in . prices. -The seasonal variations in the case of 

potatoes are quite significant as this commodity cannot be 

conveniently and safely stored for a very long time on the 

farm, due to crude method of storage resorted to by the 

fa.rners. 

The prices are generally determined by the forces of 

demand and supplf• Quality of produce, distance of markets 

from producing areas, facilities for transport and storage 

and financial position of the cultivator, are the factors 

that play an important part in the nuctuations of prices 

of t his commodity. No~ly, the prices of potatoes are low 

during the harvest season. When the produce of local kharif 

crops starts arriving in the market during the months of 

September and October, the prices in the important terminal 

and assembling centreo like Bombay, Pune, etc., fall sharply. 
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With the depletion of supplies from the kharif crop, the prices 

start rising again during the next two months viz., Iiovember 

and December. 

TfiU 1n Prices 1n Different 
R ts 

Bombay 

Bombay receives its potato supplies from Satara, Pune, 

Abmednagar and Nasik districts as wel~ as Uttar Pradesh, 

Gu.jarat, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and .other · stat~s. The wholesale 

prices of potatoes 1n Bombay begin to decline sometimes in 

January and usu.al.ly ~e at low level upto Aprll due to the 

following reasons. 

(i) The rabi crop 'of Pune district is marketed during 

this period and a large part of the produce is consigned to 

Bombay for sale. 

(ii) In Uttar Pradesh, the biggest potato producing state 

of India, a huge crop of potato is harvested and despatched 

to all the important consuming markets of Maharashtra State. 

(iii) The produce or the winter crop of Maharaahtra State 

does not find markets even in Gujarat State which imports 

large quantities of tubers from Maharashtra during kharit 

season in competition to locally produced tubers and those 

imported ~rom Uttar Pradesh. 
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The prices register a sharp decline in September and 

October, as the kharif crop· of Maharashtra is marketed during 

this period. The prices, however, tend to rise during the 

next two months i.e. November and December as tubers of 

kharif crop become scarce. During these four months, i.e. 

September to December, Satara and Pune districts are the main 

sources of potato supplies for Bombay Market. 

Nag pur 

The wholesale prices of potatoes at Nagpur starts 

declining from January and ru1e easy upto June when the tubers 

from Uttar Pradesh and l~dhya Pradesh are available in a 

fairly l:arge quantities. The lowest prices normally prevail 

during the months of March and Aprll. as during these mont~ 

very large quantities of potatoes are imported and stored 

for the slack season. The prices generally shoot up from 

July onwards due to the scarcity of stocks and heavy expenses 

incurred on transport etc., of potatoes from Tamil Nadu and 

remain high upto December. 

Pune 

Pune is an important assembling and cons11m1ng centre. 

From here, potatoes are despatched to various cons1ming 

centres of Maharash tra and other states. • Local' produce 

arrives at Pune market throughout the year and it .. is only 

during July and August that local supplies are supplemented 
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by imports from !amll Nadu and Karnataka States. · During the 

month of January, tubers imported from Uttar Pradesh into 

Bombay are . re-exported to Pune market to a certain extent. 

The wholesale prices of potatoes 1n Pune market indicate an 

easy trend from January to April. Usually the prices move up 

during May and are quite high from June to August. In 

Septem~r, t he prices fal.l as the khar if' crop moves 1n the 

market. The prices move marginal.ly in October and reveal 

a modest improvement during November and December due to 

reduced supplies. 

Price-Spread ftom Producer 
to Conawner 

Potato, like other agricultural commodities, passes 

through various hands, before reaching the final consumer. 

As all these intermediaries keep a margin of profit for the 

services rendered by them, the cost of' distribution increases 

according to the number of middleuen involved. The other 

important factors affecting the cost of distribution are t 

(i) transport charges, (ii) market charges, (iii) handling 

charges, etc. A few examples, s howing the cost of distribu

tion in some of t he important centres are given below. 
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Example 1 1 Price spread of 93 kga. of potatoes produced at 
village Pimpalg~on :Babula, Taluka Nasik, and 
sold at Naaikl 

1) Producers net selling price 

2) Market charges paid by the 
producers : 

i) Cleaning, grading, filling, 
stitching, etc. at 

Rs. 

Pimpalgaon Babula 0.50 

ii) Transport from Pimpalgaon 
to Nasik 0.62 

iii) Depreciation on bag Which 
is taken back by the 
producer 0.3.1 

iv) Octroi duty 0.31 

v) Market cess 0.03 

vi) Hamal!, weighment, etc. 

vii) Commission 

3) Expenses incurred by wholesaler 1 

i) Cost of empty bag 

!!) Filling in bag and trans
port to his shop 

4) Wholesalers' margin 

5) Retailer's expenses and margin 
of profit 

Cohaumers price 

0.12 

0.25 

1.00 

0.30 

Rs. Per cent 

25.86 63.1 

2.14 5.2 

1.30 3.2 

10.00 24.4 

------..-----41.00 100.0 ----- ----
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Example 2 t Price spread of 1 1 094 ~a. ot potatoes sold 
by a producer o~ Khed (District Pune) at 
Bombay 

1) Producers net selling price 

· 2) Market charges paid by the 
producer t 

i) Cle.aning, grading, fUling, 
eti..tching1 etc. 

ii) Cost of empty gunny bags 

lli) Loading in truck 

iv) Transport charges from 
Xhed to Bombay 

v) Commission 

vi) Vato 

vii) Hamal! 

viii) Godown charges 

ix) Charity 

x) Postage 

3) Expenses incurred by the 
wholesaler t 

1) Hamal!, transport, etc. 

ii) Wholesaler• a margin 

4) RetaUers expenses and 
margin 

Consumer's price 

Rs. 

ll.OO 

40.75 

10.75 

7.21 

1.67 

1.45 

0.31 

-o.l5 

11.00 

Rs. Per cent 

237.59 51.6 

22.00 33.00 

110.00 __ ... ______ ____ 
460.80 100.0 ----.. ---.--
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Example 3 s Price spread of 1866 kgs. of potatoes produced 
at village Punewadi (District Ahmednagar) and 
sold at Bombay 

1) Producer's net selling price 

2) Market charges paid by 
the producer a 

i) Cleaning, grading, filling, 

Rs. 

stitching, etc. 9.50 

11) Cost of empty gunny bags 19.00 

111) Loading in truck 1.25 

!v) Transport charges from 
Punewadi to Bombay 116.40 

v) Commission 32.56 

vi) Hamal! 7. 50 

vii) Charity 0.47 

viii) Association tee 0.15 

Rs. Per cent 

869.41 67.25 

ix) Postage, telegram and 
telephone 3.56 190.39 14.73 

3) Expenses incurred by the 
wholesaler t 

Hamal! and transport 

4) Wholesaler 1 s margin 

5) Ret ailer's expenses and 
margin 

23.75 

14.25 

195.00 

1.10 

1.84 

15.08 __._ ______ ---
1292.80 100.00 

---------------- 12 
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CHAPTER IV 

CULTIVATION AND PRODUCTION OF POTATO 
IN KHEl> TALUKA 

Although marketing of potato is the main focus of the 

study, several important aspects of agro-climatic feature, 

infrastructure, cultivation and production of potato in Kbed 

Taluka are broadly mentioned here to provide the necessary 

background • 

. 4.1 Geographic Feature of 
Khed Ta1uka 

Topography 1 IOled Taluka is a! tua ted towards the north 

of Pune distric.t a t 18°-50° North Latitude and 30°-53° East 

Longi tude with t h e total geographical area of 1,397 sq.kms. 

Khed Taluka is bounded by Ambegaon, Havel!, Shirur talukaa 

and Maval taluka on Northern, Southern, Eastern and Western 

s i des respectively. 

In Khed Taluka, major part of the area is under dry 

f arming. The western part of the taluka is under hills, 

f ores t s , and uncultivable waste lands. Soil in the Kbed 

Taluka is of mixed nature. It consists of black , red and 

brown colour. 

In Khed Taluka, there are 161 villages and 24 wadis 
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under the jurisdiction of 130 grampanchayats and Aland! being 

the only tow.n municipality. 

Water Resources and Rain£all 

Total wells in Khed Taluka are ?,2?0 according to 1986-8? 

socio-economic survey. Bhima, Bhama, Weal and Indrayani are 

the rivers in Khed Taluka. These rivers flow with magnif'icient 

volume of water during the rainy season and shrink into a narrow 

thread during the summer season. Chaskaman dam is constructed 

across B.hima river. Irrigated area by sources is as given 

below. 

Source 

~~ ;~ 
d
e) River 

) Canal 

Area 

3,024 hectares 
?0 hectares 

550 hectares 
NU 

Khed Taluka receives its rains mostly from the south

west monsoon during June to October. We have presented the 

average annual rainfall from 1980 to 1988 in Khed Taluka in 

Table 4.1. The average annual rainfall of the taluka is about 

518 mm. which is received in about 40 to 50 rainy days and 

rainfall is not quite even in all parts of the taluka. The 

western part receives the maximum rainfall of 900 to 1000 mm. 

while the scarce rainfall region on the eastern side receives 

only 375 mm. The normal rainfall of Kb.ed Taluka is 518 mm. 

The pre- monsoon rains are very useful for preparatory tillage 
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Table 4.1 1 Average annual rainfall trom 1980 to 1988 in 
Khed talulta 

----~--~---~-~---~-~----~-~-Year Average 
rainfall 
(in mm.) 

---

-------------------------------
1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

'1986 

1987 

1988 

700 

690 

715 

680 

672 

625 

702 

690 

630 

~-~~--~---~~~-~--~--~-~---~~---

operations while post-monsoon raina in the month of October and 

November help the crop in the rabi season~ It 1s interesting 

to note that the annual rainfall 1n ~he last decade has slightly 

exceeded the normal. 

4.2 !nfraatrnctvre 

Khed Taluka being adjacent to Pune urban conglomeration, 

its socio-economic profile and infrastructural facilities are 

considerably influenced by the neighbouring ~tropolis, - The 

taluka is well served by Pune-Nashik Highw~ and the nearest 
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railhead facility is available at Talegaon on Puna-Bombay section 

of Central Railways. Some .of the important facilities avail

able within the jurisdiction of Khed Taluka are shown in Table 

Table 4.2 1 Important facilities which are available 1n 
Khed taluka during 1988-89 

- _.- .. ~------ .. -- ~ --- .... -...... _.-- .--- .. --- .. -
Sr. Facilities 
No, 

Total 
number 

--~---------------------~-----
1. Post offices ll 

2. Banks 28 

3. Primary Heal·th Centres 10 

4. Police Stations 2 

5. Telephone Exchange 1 

6. Milk-chilling Plant 1 

7. Primary Schools 325 

a. Secondary Schools 29 

9. Junior Colleges 3 

10. Degree Colleges 2 

11. Technical College . NU 
12. Electric-pump Sets 1128 

13. Oil Engines 1358 

14. Paper Mills 3 

15. Groundnut 011 Mills 5 -------- .. ____ .. __ ------ ----- ---
Sgurce a Tahsil Office, Khed. 

- -
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4. 3 Potato Cul tivatiqn in Khed TaJ.uka 

In Khed taluka, potato is cultivated· in both kharif and 

rabi seasons of the crop year. It is grown as a major commer

cial crop and potato cultivators belong to all size of hold

ing groups, namely, small, medium and large. 

Agro-climatic A§pects 

s 0 1 1 

Potatoes can grow in all types of soil except saline 

and alkaline soils. Sandy loam and loamy soils rich in 

organic matter are the most suitable for potato cultivation. 

Soils that lack desirable physical and chemical characteris

tics are not suitable for potato cultivation.1 In Khed taluka, 

reddish medium black and well drained soil is used for the 

potato cultivation. 

Requirement of Climate 

The potato is a crop of temperate climate and a tempe

rature of about 20°0 is ideal for the development of the tubers. 

The yields depend upon the maturity period of variety and the 

length of the period conducive to tuberization. The potatoes 

in various regions are cultivated at different periods depending 

upon t he climatic canditiona.2 

The crop cannot ordinarily a tand rainfall above 30• but 
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the most important factor controlling its cultivation is tempe

rature. High temperature results in good vegetative growth but 

tuber formation is very poor under such conditions. Thus it 

is important tha~ temperature may be rather high when seeds are 

planted, but 45 days after planting, when tuberization starts, 

it should be quite low. 

The optimum conditions for tuberization in potato crop 

are when there is wide variation in night and day temperatures. 

High day temperatures are conducive to good vegetative growth 

while low night temperatures are ideal for tuber formation. 

Low night temperature and high day temperature exist in the 
. 

months of November, December and January in the Maharashtra 

State. 3 In the Khed Taluka, the crop is grown in the kharif 

as well as rabi season. The climate of Khed taluka is favoura

ble to grow potato in kharif and rabi seasons. 

S e e d a 

Farmers of Ehed taluka are using mainly three types of 

seeds : (i) kufri Chandramukhi, (ii) kuf"ri S1ndhuri and (1i1) 

kufri Jyoti. Kufri Chandramuk:hi seed requires 80-100 days to 

mature. Kufri Sindhuri seed requires 120-160 days to mature, 

and kufri Jyoti seeds require ll0-180 days to mature. These 

varieties are capable of giving equally good yield under both 

crop seasons (kharif and rabi) in Khed taluka. Farmers bring 

these seeds from Madhya Pradesh and Punjab. If proper care is 
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not taken in selecting good seeds or healthy seedlings, all 

efforts of cultivation prove ·to be in vain. In the case of 

potato, only well developed tubers with prominent eye buds are 

cut into pieces of suitable size with atleast one or two buds 

on the~ Commission agents and traders are also providing 

these seeds in both seasons. 

Irrigation 

Normally, kharif potato does not require irrigation as 

the seasonal rainfall is adequate to provide the water require

ment of the crop. However, if there is a long gap in the 

monsoon, one or two ir~igations need to be given. 

For rabi crop first irrigation is given immediately 

after plantings. Second irrigation is given a week after plant

ing and thereafter the irrigations are required to be provided 

regularly at the interval of 7 to 8 days. About 10 to 12 

irrigations are necessary during the whole life period of this 

crop. In Khed taluka, the sources are mainly rivers, and 

private wells. Lift irrigation schemes are also 1n operation. 

Inter culture 

For kharit crop first weeding 1a done when the plants are 

6 to 8 inches high. At the same time a light earthing up is 

given to the crop. Second weeding is given 3 weeks after the 

first weeding and second earthing up is given when the crop 
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has just started forming tubers. Earthing up is very helpful 

to give support to the plants and to cover developing tubers 

with soil and is generally done b.1 manual labour with 

• k:udalies • • Sometimes an entire blade hoe is used with advan

tage for this purpose. The interspace between the two prongs 

of the hoe is closed by tying a rope and the hoe is run between 

two lines of the crop. At a time two hoes can be worked with 

a pair of bullocks. This gives efficient working and much of 

the human labour can be saved. 

For rabi crop also, first weeding is given when the 

plants are 6 to 8 inches high and at the same time a light 

earthing up is done. Second weeding is given three weeks after 

the first weeding and second earthing up is given six weeks 

after germination. 

While earthing up.., ~ care should be taken to keep the soU 

loose and friable because potato tubers grow best in such 

loose soil. Similarly, all the tubers should be covered pro

perly otherwise, exposed tubers turn green and become unfit for 

human consumption and their market value is also considerably 

lowered. 4 

Haryest!ng 

The potato crop should be harvested when the foliage turn 

yellow. At this time the tubers are fully mature. In Khed 
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taluka, the crop usually matures within about 3.5 months af'ter 

planting. There are various ·methods of harvesting potatoes 

such as digging by 'kudalies'; by ploughing the f'ield and by 

the use of various types of machine diggers. In Xhed taluka, 

the crop is usually harvested with the help of a wooden plough. 

While ploughing, the exposed tubers are collected and the 

operation is repeated until the whole produce is exposed and 

collected. Harvesting should not be delayed, otherwise there 

may be a heavy rottage of tubers due to rise in temperature. 

Similarly, if the crop is harvested earlier, the tubers being 

immature may loose their skin in handling and thus their 

market quality is red~ced over time or immature tubers do not 

keep longer in stor88e. 

Finance to Potato Growers 

An agricultural commodity has to pass through various 

stages before it reaches the final consumer. Of all these 

stages that of production is the moat important one. This 

stage requires a good amount of money specially in the case 

of potato as this crop needs heavy manuring and a large 

quantity of seeds. The agriculturists, most of them being 

s mall holders, cannot bear these initial expenses on their 

own. There is a considerable difference in the amount of 

initial expenses required by individual farmers as their 

requirements of quality of seeds, manures and fertilizers to 
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be used vary from farmer to farmer and from place to place. 

(i) Formerly it was quite common for commission agents, 

village merchants, moneylenders, etc., to advance money to 

growers for raising of potato crop. The commdssion agent, 

who generally did not charge any interest, gave loans on the 

understanding that the grower would sell his produce through 

him. The merchant desired that the produce be sold to him. 

The moneylender, not only charged exhorbitant rate of interest, 

but also used to press for early sales. 

(ii) Finance by cooperative societies and banks 1 For 

the last few years coqperative societies and cooperative banks 

have come to play an important part 1n providing finance to 

potato growers. 

The method followed in granting loans to potato growers 

is generally as follows s The requirements of growers for vari

ous items like seeds, fertilizers, etc., are assessed by the 

local cooperative credit society. This society sends a con

solidated statement showing the needs of each individual far

mer to the Pune District Central Cooperative Bank. A copy of 

the same !a also sent to Khed Taluka Kharedi V!kri Sangh which 

may be making arrangements for the purchase of seeds from 

Himachal Pradesh, Punjab and Madhya Pradesh. The bank sanc

tions the loan and intimates the society and the agency which 

may arrange for supply of seeds and fertilizers. 
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Area under Potato Cu1tivatiqn 

Potato is grown in all parts of Khed taluka. However, 

more is grown in eastern zone and less in western zone of 

Khed taluka. 

In Maharashtra, total area under potato cultivation is 

around 12,000 hectares. Out of this, about 50 per cent is in 

Pune district and .roughly 20 per cent in Khed taluka in parti

cular. In recent years, however, the area under rabi potato 

has declined in some areas of Khed taluka owing to construction 

of medium irrigation projects. The data pertaining to season

wise area under potato_ crop in the state, district and Khed 

taluka for the period 19?5-?6 through 198?-88 are presented 

in Table 4.3. 

4.4 Production 

The average annual production of potato in Maharashtra 

State is around 60,000 M. tonnes during the period from 19?5-?6 

to 198?-88. Similarly for Pune district, it is 30,000 M. tonnes 

and for Khed taluka 12,600 M. tonnes. It 1s interesting to 

note that Pune district accounts for about 51 per cent of the 

average production in the state and out of the district's pro

duction the share of the Khed taluka itself works out to 

nearly 42 per cent. In short, Khed taluka contributes a fifth 

of the total production of the entire state. 



Table 4,3 1 A.rea under potato cul.tivation in Maharashtra, Pune district and in Khed taluka 

(Area in hectares) 
~~-~----------~-------------------------------Year Maharashtra Pune Khed 

~~----~-------------- ------· ------- ~---- ------ .. -----.. ----------
Kharif Rabi Total Kharif Rabi Total Kharif Rabi Total -.. -- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - --------

1975-?6 6400 4500 10900 3200 3300 5500 910 969 18?9 
19?6-?? 5500 5000 10500 2?00 2900 5600 ?25 1315 2040 
19??-?8 6100 4000 10100 3100 2900 6000 1110 812 1922 

,._ 1978-79 7100 4300 11400 3500 3000 6500 960 869 1829 

1979-80 7300 4300 11600 3400 3000 6400 1381 1020 2401 
198o-81 6000 4600 10600 2894 3420 6314 1041 9?3 2014 -...3 
1981-82 7700 4600 12300 3050 3392 6442 807 1140 "1947 ... 
1982-83 6900 4?00 11600 2926 3405 6331 1257 1000 225? 

1983-84 6900 4700 11600 2957 3406 6363 1366 1110 2476 
1984-85 6700 4500 11200 2934 2965 5899 1405 1105 2510 
1985-86 6200 5500 11700 2936 3259 6295 1266 1030 2296 
1986-87 6300 5200 11500 2894 3040 5934 1235 840 2075 
1987-88 6000 4500 10500 2740 2800 5540 1250 650 1900 

----------------------------- ~----------------
Source : Season and Crop Report, Agricultural Statistical Department, Pune, for the years 

19?5-76 to _1987-88. ' 
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At the state level. kharif potato accounts for 55 per 

cent, while at the district level, it 1a the rabi potato that 

dominates with nearly 62 per cent of its total production. 

On the other hand, 1n the case of Khed taluka the average 

annual production is almost equally divided between kharif and 

rabi• The trend in the actual production has not been quite 

even over the years at all the three levels. There has been 

ups and downs from year to year in respect of both seasons. 

In Khed taluka, however, there has been a slight tendency of 

somewhat declining production during the last three years of 

the period under reference. The data on production of potato 

in Maharashtra, Pune d.istrict and I<hed taluka are presented in 

Table 4.4. 



Table 4.4 a Production or potato in Maharashtra, Pune district and Khed taluka 

(Production in 00 M • . tonnes) --- ------~-----~----------~---~~------------Year Maharasht.ra Puna Khed _ _..... _______________ 
_.._--------~----~-- ------- - .~------~ Kharif Rabi Total Kharif Rabi Total Xharif Rabi Total 

-----~~----~------- ---------------~------~--

1975-?6 369 284 653 182 209 391 70 82 152 
19?6-?? 256 294 550 122 23? 359 60 70 ~30 
1977-78 240 232 472 109 173 282 52 60 112 
1978-79 284 238 522 124 1?2 296 53 63 116 

1979-80 323 247 5?0 119 170 289 4? 59 106 
1980-81 252 245 49? 102 184 . 286 60 ?5 135 
1981-82 451 2?0 ?21 116 203 319 82 ?3 155 
1982-83 333 260 593 106 192 298 ?0 40 110 

1983-84 330 259 589 108 19? 305 80 45 125 ...:J 
1984-85 341 252 593 106 1?1 2?? 79 60 139 0\ 

1985-86 33? 260 59? 106 186 292 63 65 128 
1986-B? 340 280 620 100 150 250 59 56 115 

1987-88 350 295 645 105 160 265 45 68 113 

------------ ---------------------
_________ .. 

Source : ~~ Season and Crop Report, 19?5-76 to 1981-82. 
Statistical Abstract District Pune. 

3) Statistical Department, Panchayat Sam1t1, Khed, 
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CHAPTER V 

MARKETING OF POTATOES IN .KHED TALUKA 

The present chapter brings into focus the main aspects 

of marketing of potato in Khed taluka. Within its purview, 

the relevant infor!llation includes the establishmnt of 

regulated market 1n the taluka with the main potato assembling 

centre at Chakan Sub-Market Yard, general pattern of potato 

trading and supportive market functions like transport, 

assembling, grading, storage, etc. The chapter concludes by 

analysing market arrivals and prices over a decade of years, 

as well as, seasonabUity affecting potato marketing. 

5.1 Khed Agricu1tura1 Produce Market 
with Sub-Market Yard at Chak:an 

Khed taluka being the important potato growing area, 

Chakan has developed into the most important primary assembl

ing market for the region. It is situated on Pune-Nasik 

National Highway and has good network of connecting roads 

with the cities like Bombay, Ahmednagar and also with the 

many big villages in Khed taluka. This particular situation 

has resulted into good development of transport and communi

cation facilities which are the primary need for any type of 

marketing system. Chakan being the important assembling 

78 
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centre for almost all vegetables, and other agricultural 

commodities and livestock, . the market has been regulated by 

the Agricultural Produce Market Act of Bombay State since 

16.8.1950. As per the act, the Agricultural Produce Market 

Committee started regulating the marketing of potatoes, 

onions, green and red chillies, groundnut, as well as 

bullocks, cows, buffaloes, sheep and goats. The committee 

established its main market yard at Khed and the sub-market 

yard at Chakan, but, du.e to the transport and communication 

facilities and its location at the centre of vegetable 

growing area of the taluka this sub-yard turned out to be 

the main marketing centre, not only for the Khed taluka but 

also for the surrounding talukas. Gradually it developed 

as the important marketing centre of the state for potatoes. 

Jurisdiction of Potato Trading 1n 
Khed Agricu1tura1 Produce Harket 

Potato sale 1n lhed Agricultural Produce Market covers 

the entire Khed taluka, its total area being 1,397 square 

kilometres. In Pune district, potato is sold in three mar

kets, namely, Xhed, Ambegaon and Junnar. Bu.t the Agricultu

ral Produce Market Committee at Khed presides over the 

biggest potato market 1n Pune district. About sixty-five 

per cent of potato supply in Pune district is mainly from 

Khed taluka. Khed market is the main marltet of potat~ in 

Pune district and one of the major potato markets 1n 

Mahar ash tra. 
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Gene{na; Pattern of Potato 
Tiad 

Majority of the potato farmers in the Khed taluka 

brings their produce from the farm to markets. Traders and 

commission agents arrange for its sale under the supervision 

of the market committee and make payment to them. (Around 

300 producers bring the produce to the Saturday and Wednes

day market.) 

Whenever Khed (sub-market Chakan) market price is 

low, some farmers sell their produce at Pune and New Bombay 

{Wash!) Agricultural Produce Markets to get better prices. 

About 90 per cent sales is in Chakan market. A few producers 

directly sell their produce to retail traders. Some of the 

producers with small quantities dispose of their po~o in 

weekly markets by direct sale to consumers. 

Wholesa1e and Retail 
Trading in Potato 

At Khed taluka market, there are ·71 traders, 88 

commission agents/brokers, 13 hundekaris, 49 weighmen and 

154 porters, among others, operating with licence regulated 

by t he market committee. Among the traders only 28 per cent 

is classified as 'A' class as the transaction per trader is 

above Ra. 50,000 per annum. The 'B' class traders with 

transaction ranging between Rs. 20,000 and Rs. 50,000 form 
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only 16 per cent. The remaining 56 per cent of the licenced 

traders, with annual transaction below Rs. 20,000 each, fall 

in the category •c•. The traders in the first two classes 

are treated as wholesalers and the •c• class as retailers. 

Majority of the producers sell their potato at 

Agricultural Produce Market Yard 1n Chakan, Wholesale 

traders purchase po~to from farmers in open auction through 

commission agents. They also deal 1n other commodities like 

onion, groundnut, etc. These wholesalers send potato produce 

to Pune, New Bombay (Wash!), Bangalore, Hyderabad, Madras, 

Gujarat, etc. Wholesale traders form an essential link in 

the chain of assembling and distribution of potato. It is 

these traders who act as stockists and supply potato to re-

tailers. 

Retailers purchase potato from wholesalers and farmers. 

The retailers of potato are stall holders, small shop owners, 

haliwala, etc. Farmers also sell their produce direct to 

consumers. 

No set principle is followed 1n fixing the retail 

prices and the retailers usually fix these prices 1n a common 

manner. Retail price is the purchase price of the retailer 

who adjusts his price not only according to supply and demand 

but also according to quality of produce. Retailers are the ... 
last link in the chain of distribution of potato from the 
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producer to the ultimate consumer. Almost all market trans

actions are settled by bargaining. Haggling is common and 

the retailer tries to charge as much as he can. It is pro

fitable for farmers to sell in retail markets. But quick 

and more sale and also to get income at one time is not 

possible in retail markets; so they prefer to sell in whole

sale markets. 

Market Practices 

The market committee supervises the operations of the 

functionaries and agents, producers and sellers ·at auctions, 

weighment, fllling and stitching of bags, assembling, trans

portation, selling, buying, packing, storage of potato and 

cartage to godowna. Slips are submitted to tpe farmers re

garding weighments and rates through commission agents and 

weighmen. The supervisors are there to supervise all the 

activities of the market. The secretariat at the market 

maintains and reports statistics and information on arrivals 

and prices of all commodities transacted at the yard. In 

almost all cases, the market transactions are settled by 

bargaining. 

In open market there are all sorts of malpractices 

and agents resort to many types of deductions of charges 

like commission, 'karta•, 'vatav•, 1dharmadaya 1 , etc. · Due 

to these malpractices and exploitation of all sorts, potato 
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producer-sellers suffer a lot. As against these malpractices, 

1n regulated markets the charges payable by the receiver 

and the purchaser have been fixed by the market committees 

and are quite reasonable. The charges comprise the wages 

paid to porters for unloading the produce 1n the market, 

dressing it for sale and weighing, fllling and sewing the 

bags. In market, 'hamals' and weighmen are the licencees 

of the market committee and the remuneration to be paid to 

them is fixed by the marke·t committee. 

The items of_ charges and the amount· to be paid under 

each head is fixed by the market committee and all the 

traders dealing in the market yard are prohibited to charge 

any extra and undesirable charges like association fee, 

'karta', 'vatav 1 , and 'dharmadaya • , etc. So the producer

sellers have correct information of the deductions in gross 

weight and prices of his produce sold in the market. 

Marketing Agencies 

In Khed taluka, there are about seventy-five licence 

holding commission agents. Some of the commission agents 

were doing potato business transactions before the establish

ment of .Agr i cul. tural Produce Market Committee. Commission 

agent s play very important role in assembling and distribution 

of potato. They also deal other important commodities llkB 

onion and groundnut pods, etc. A commission agent acts as a 
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middleman between the farmer and trader. Commission agents 

sell potato to traders by open auction. Attar weighment 

they prepare the bill and make payment to the farmers. They 

sell potato to traders on credit although they have to make 

full payment to the owners of the produce immediately after 

sale. As per law traders have to make payment to the 

commission agent within 24 hours. Generally they pay 

within a week. Commission agents maintain books of accounts 

and register. They also buy and dispatch potato on a large 

scale to markets in Bombay, Plme, Bangalore, l1adras, etc. 

Due to market regulation, commission agents are 

benefited and are satisfied. They are getting produce at 

market yard. Commission agents are not having any problems 

regarding market regulation. However they need storage and 

accommodation facilities. 

5.3 Supportive Msrket. lunetions 

Transportation 

Potato producers in Kbed taluka bring their produce 

from the farm straight to market for sale by means of trucks, 

tractors, tempo o~ bullock-carts. The transport charge is 

Rs. 5 per bag weighing 60 to 70 kg., for a distance of 15 kme. 

Chakan sub-market is very close to National Highway 50, eo, 

there is no problem of transport bottlenecks. 



We found that whenever price is low in Chakan market, 

some producers of potato sell their produce at Pune, Bombay, 

etc. They despatch their produce to these markets in trucks, 

and tempo-loads. The local Hundekaris charge depending 

upon distance and weight. The loss of potato produce in 

transit is reported to be 2 to 3 per cent. It appears that 

1n Khed taluka the dispatch of potato by truck is generally 

preferred and is found more convenient and economic. How

ever, such direct dispatches to outstation markets account 

for a meagre five per cent of the total produce marketed 

by the Khed producers. 

Grading and Packing System 

The Agricultural Produce (Grading and Marketing) Act, 

1937 provides for a voluntary system of grading and if any 

one is desirous of grading his potato produce, he can obtain, 

on application, a certificate of authorization from the 

Agricultural Marketing Adviser to the Government of India. 

Government grader and grading equipments are available at 

market committee with AGMARK and other commercial grading 

facilities. Farmers themselves do sorting of potato on 

the basis of size like big, medium and small at the time of 

sale. Traders also do commercial grading. 

The standardization of packing is also very important. 

Gunny bags are commonly used for potatoes. The bag may 
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contain 60 to 80 kg. of potatoes. The extra handling affects 

the keeping quality of the produce. When potatoes are sold 

on a bag basis, there are generally disputes about weight. 

The farmers in Khed taluka bring potato in roughly 

stitched bags to the market yard. There is a system of 

standard packing of potato bags which consist of 60 kg. at 

Chakan sub-market. 

S t o r a g e 

The problem of providing proper and adequate storage 
. 

facilities is particularly important in the case of a 

commodity of a semi-perishable nature such as potato. The 

produce of this crop is seasonal while the demand is spread 

out over the whole year. Even though a farmer produces 

potato mainly for selling, he invariably stocks some por

tion of the potato for the purpbse of domestic consumption, 

seeds, gifts to friends and relatives, etc. Potato of 

medium and big size, round and fully matured and well-dried 

is selected for storage. The problem of storage commences 

from the moment the crop is harvested and lasts till the 

commodity has been finally consumed. The difficulties of 

storage are faced by not only the producers but also whole

salers and commission agents. If the market prices are low, 

then some of the producers stock their produce for sale at 

a later date, i n expectation of better prices. Wholesalers 

and commission agents also purchase potato when the market 
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trends are favourable and stock it for favourable prices. 

Generally, commission agents store in pits, 18 feet deep 

and 2 1/2 to 3 feet wide, dug out in the fields. The length 

of the pit depends on the volume of the produce to be stored. 

The pit is filled with water which is allowed to soak for 

five days. When it is dry, neem leaves are spread at the 

bottom and the sides to avoid the tubers coming into direct 

contact with the soil. Selected tubers which have been 

previously dried are heaped in the pit usually upto a height 

of 3 to 3 l/2 feet and are covered with a thick layer of 

grass. A ditch is then dug round the heap at a distance 

of one or two feet and is occasionally filled with water. 

Sometimes, when it is very hot, water is also sprinkled on 

the top of the heap to bring down the temperature. As far 

as possible the heap is not disturbed until the potatoes 

are finally taken out for sale. Potato is best stored in 

cold storage under the same conditions of temperature and 

humidity as required for potato. It has been found t hat 

freshly harvested potatoes can be kept without sprouting 

for 3 to 4 months, at 52° F; for 5 months, at 45° F, for 7 

months, at 40° F and for an almost indefinite period at 

35° F. Potatoes kept at a temperature of 30° F to 32° F 

suffer from internal breakdown and do not germinate if. 

stored for three months or more. Good and satisfactory 

results are obtained by storing full grown, well-developed 

and clean tubers. Immature tubers lose water rapidly, 

shrivel badly and are attacked by Pencilium fungus. If the 
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tubers are properly selected, the wastage due to rotting at 

about 35° F to 40° F is almost nil. 

The length of the period for which potatoes are pre

served at ordinary temperatures before being put into cold 

storage affects the period of dormancy at different tempera 

tures except at 35° F at which the tubers remain dormant 

for an indefinite period. It was observed that potatoes 

remained dormant for 7 months at ~° F when stored soon 

after harvest whereas those obtained from the same source 

but stored after exposure to ordinary temperature for 2 

months began to sprout after 2 months. 

The loss in weight in storage during 9 months at 

35° F is about 10 per cent, when potatoes are kept in open 

trays, and about 5 per cent if kept in gunny bags or crates 

at 40° F. The loss in weight is less in the case of big 

tubers than in the case of small ones. However, as the 

difference is not much, the size of the tubers is not an 

important factor. The loss in storage varies from farmer 

to farmer, and place to place, depending upon various 

factors like keeping quality, seasonal variations, stage of 

maturity, after-care ventilation in storage, period of 

storage, size of tubers, etc. 

Khed t~ luka being a major potato producing area in 

Pune district the cold storage facilities are not adequately 

available. Hence the quality and price of the potato get 

adversely affected.·l 



Market Arrivals, Prices 
and Seasonality 

The market arrivals of potato and average prices re

corded at the regulated market of Khed, beginning from the 

year 1975-76 through to as recent as 1987~88, are considered 

here for the purpose of understanding the broad trends in 

potato market. The relevant data are presented in Table 

5.1. In regard to pattern of arrivals, there have .been con

siderable ups and downs, from year to year, over the thirteen 

year period under reference. The arrivals register the 

lowest figure of 17,664 quintals in l977-7g to record the 

peak of nearly 69,000 quintals in 1981-82. In between, the 

annual arrivals vary from 30,000 to 50,000 quintals in 

most years of the period. Broadly speaking, the arrivals 

at any given market yard are not only governed by the pro

duction and marketed s~rplus available but also the prevail

ing prices in local and outside produce markets. 

Similarly, the average price situation exhibits fluc

tuating trend to a considerable extent. The year to year 

price movement has not been uniform. Besides, there has not 

been any apparent evidence of price increase in keeping with 

the levels of general price situation. Nevertheless, a 

broad pattern of the average prices moving with the changes 

in the annual arrivals may be seen in some years. The broad 

relationship between the arrivals and the average prices 
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Table 5.1 : Total arrivals and average prices of potato at 
Khed Agricultural Produce Market from 1975-76 
to 1987-88 

- - - - - - -----------
Year 

- - - - - - - - -
1975-76 

1976i77 

1977-78 

1978:-79 

1979-80 . 

1980-81 

1981-82 

1982-83 

1983-84 

1984-85 

1985-86 

1986-87 

1987-88 

Arrivals (in 
quintals) 
- - - - -

37735 

35290 

17664 

32440 

21810 

52750 

68915 

31235 

40895 

53635 

22178 

29844 

33760 

----------
Average prices 
(in Rs.) 

89 

110 

115 

84 

120 

122 

110 

110 

100 

95 

150 

220 

200 

- - - -

------------ ----------------
Source : Annual Reports of Agricultural Produce Market 

Committee, Khed (1975-76 to 1987-88) 

establish the fact that prices tend to move upwards when 

there is a reduction in arrivals over the preceding year. 

However, the years 1978-79, 1982-83 as also 1986-87 prove 

exception to this relationship. Moreover, the degree of 

changes between the yearly arrivals and the average prices 

are not uniform throughout the period under reference. 

..... , 
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The average potato prices are subjected to changes 

not only from year to year but also during any given year. 

This happens mainly due to the two harvest seasons for 

potato, the cash needs of the producers and the level and 

efficiency of the storage facilities available at the farms 

and distributary stages. In order to obtain a general idea 

about the seasonality factor in arrivals at the market yard 

and the average price, the monthwise quantity of arrivals 

and prices pertaining to the year 1987-88 are presented in 

Table 5.2. 

The freshly harvested kharif potato starts arriving 

in market during late September and October month. Most of 

the farmers with urgent cash needs and without proper storage 

facilities at their disposal bring bulk of their produce to 

the market in October. Thereafter, the monthly arrival in 

November has registered a decline but is seen picking up 

in the subsequent four months to reach the peak month of 

arrivals in March. Bulk of the kharif potato is disposed 

of in the market by December. On the other hand, the rabi 

potato starts arriving in market during the month of February 

and reaches the peak in March. From April-May the arrivals 

decline steadily and reach the low proportions during the 

rainy season. Again it picks up with the commencement of 

kharif harvesting season from late September. 

By and large, the price of potato appears to be a 



Table 5.2 

.Month 

October 

November 

December 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

Total 

92 

Monthly arrivals of potato produce and its 
monthly price in the Khed sub-market Chakan 
in 1987-88 

-------
QiUantity in 
quintal 

-------
5950 

1450 

2400 

2650 

54£~0 

6050 

2220 

2220 

1430 

1145 

670 

2095 

------------

17.63 

4.29 

7.10 

1.a6 

16.25 

17.92 

6.57 

6.55 

4.26 

3.39 

1.98 

6.20 

Average price 
per quintal 

-------
210 

200 

160 

165 

170 

165 

190 

195 

240 

245 

250 

220 

--------------------
33760 100.00 200.00 

Source : Joint Report of Agricultural Produce Market 
Committee, Khed, 19a2-19aa. 

function of supply. The monthly average price has ruled 

highest in August when the quantity of arrivals touched 

the lowest ebb. Generally, the price has remained above 

the level of yearly average of Rs. 200 per quintal in most 

cases of the lean season (June-September) except the October, 

the peak month of kharif potato. 
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The total arrivals of potato in sub-market Cha ~an 

can be classified into three seasons (l) season of the 

kharif potato (2) season of the rabi potato and (3) lean 

season. 

The bulk of the arrivals of potato in Khed isub

market Chakan) market is of the potato produced in rabi 

season. As we have seen, nearly half o~ the total annual 

arrivals of potatoes are of rabi season of three months 

from January to March. The arrivals of kharif potatoes 

are comparatively low - about 29 per cent of the total 

supply in the year. In the lean period the arrivals are 

mostly from the stocks kept by the big farmers who have 

storage facilitie s . Naturally the arrivals in this pe~iod 

are bound to be very low compared to those of kharif and 

rabi seasons. In this period nearly 20 per cent of the 

total annual arrivals were reported for the year 1987-88. 

In all these seasons the prices of potatoes have 
r 

more or less in regular correspondence with their supply 

in the market. It is observed that the prices of the 

kharif potatoes are generally much higher than those of 

the rabi. 

It may be noted from the table that the prices of 

the kharif crop varied between Rs. 160 and Rs. 210 per 

quintal of potatoes during the three month period from 

October to December in 1987-88. As against this the prices 
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of the rabi potatoes fluctuated between Rs. 165 and Rs. 190 

per quintal during the four months of the season from January 

to April in 1987-88. 

In the lean period the prices of potatoes ruled com

paratively high, varying between Rs. 195 and Rs. 250 per 

quintal. Thus the average price per quintal of potatoes is 

generally lower for the rabi season crop and quite high for 

the kharif season crop. 

On the whole, we observe that seasonality in arrivals 

of the potato prod~ce in the khed (sub-market yard Chakan) 

plays a major role and cause great fluctuations in the 

wholesale prices. It may be said that the wholesale prices 

respond much more quickly to the seasonal variations in the 

arrivals of the potatoes in the Khed (sub-market Chakan) 

market. The table shows that when the arrivals of potato 

at the Chakan yard of Khed market are at the highest peak, 

the prices are at the lowest level. We may conclude the 

discussion by saying that the main cause for steep rise or 

steep fall in the potato prices is the sharp fluctua-

tion in the quantities of arrivals of potato produce in the 

Khed market (sub-market Chakan). 

The potato arrivals and price level at Pune and 

Bombay markets influence the arrivals and prices at Chakan 

sub-market. Commission agents and purchasers contact oh 

phone to these markets before fixing the prices at sub-
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market yard of Chakan. Tne demand for consumption, th~ 

cost of storage and the extent of losses during storage 

period also have influence on prices.~ 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

6.1 Summary and Conclusions 

In the present chapter, we summarize the earlier 

chapters and highlight some of the important conclusions and 

suggestions. In the first chapter, which is the introduc

tion, we have discussed about Marketing, Historical Reviews 

and importance of potato. 

The significance of agricultural marketing, marke

table surplus and some basic elements of an agricultural 

system are taken note of. It is also seen, how marketing 

plays an important role in stimulating production and con

sumption. According to the National Commission of Agricul

ture, the success of any agricult.ural development programme 

rests on efficiency of the marketing system and hence, 

many advanced countries took advantages of improving tech

nology in agriculture, production and marketing along with 

t he services of trans portation, storage, packing , handl

ing and distribution of commodities. 

It is made clear that how the study of marketing is 

important to both the individual and to the society. A 

subtle difference between marketable surplus and marketed 

surplus is rightly brought out. 

96 
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The meaning of cost of marketing, when the marketing 

costs begin and the various factors that include the 

marketing costs are given. The difference between the final 

price and the price received by grower of crops, how are 

they taken to represent the costs and profits of marketing. 

Even these costs are paid by the producers, marketing 

agencies and consumers. It is a direct outcome of the 

existence of different stages in the marketing system. The 

term price spread, though variously defined is generally 

understood to mean the difference between the two prices 

i.e. as paid by the consumer and the one received by the 

producer. 

There is, and,indeed, there must be a margin between 

what the producer receives for a product and what the con

sumer pays for it. But since the public has so little 

knowledge of what these services include, there has grown 

up the feeling that much of the cost is unnecessary. 

The marketing and processing margin is the differ

ence between the price per unit that the consumer pays and 

the price received by the farmer. It also helps us to 

know the different components of marketing margins and 

their influence on the final price which the consumer pays. 

It is very difficult to measure exactly the cost of mar-
keting. It is often said that farmer's share in the 
consumer's rupee is relatively small as compared to that 
of several intermediaries in the market channel. 
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Marketing costs and margins would vary depending 

upon the nature of the commodity, services rendered, the 

type of marketing channel. 

Minimum input of various economic resources which 

will result in the satisfaction in goods and services 

subdivides marketing efficiency into two categories, 

namely, (i) Technological efficiency, and (ii) Economic 

efficiency. 

The agencies engaged in distribution of potatoes 

are producers, village merchants, commission agents, whole

sale merchants and retailers. 

U.S. S.R. is the foremost potato producing country 

of the total world area under potato. Poland comes the 
' next. Much smaller countries produce potatoes. In India, 

Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal and Bihar are the major potato 

producing states, three-fourths of the production comes 

from these three states. Gujarat ranks first so far as 

yield are considered. 

The agricultural prices commission presents the 

price policy for potatoes for 1975-76 and 1976-77 season. 

The Commission made -various recommendations regarding prices. 

It is found that potatoes are an established stable food 

in various parts of our country and is one of the major 

crops of annual production. 
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Due to price fluctuations and uncertain prices, far

mers suffer much. Cold storage capacity and establishment 

of processing units for potatoes should be increased. 

The minimum support price should be fixed. Being a perish

able commodity potato cannot be stored in ordinary godowns 

for long time. So export on time is essential. Thus the 

Government should purchase the produce for disposal in 

foreign markets. 

The study has also shown that the disposal of the 

procured produce in the country markets during the peak 

season failed to improve the price situation and this was 

not of any help to the average producer. 

One main problem with regard to the production of 

perishable commodity like potato is the high fluctuation 

in prices. There is a negative relationship between mar

ket arrivals and prices. Potato prices vary considerably 

spatially as well as temporarily. 

There is no systematic announcement of minimum 

support prices nor any regular price support scheme in 

respect of potato. When the interest of the cultivators 

are threatened Government of India lends support to market 

at an intervention price. Such scheme is implemented· 

through NAFED as the designated agency. 

In Maharashtra, the major proportion of production 
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of potato comes from Pune district (which accounts for 51.13 

per cent average total production of the state). Then 

follow Satara, Ahmednagar and Nasik districts. The agricul

turists in these districts are taking more and more interest 

in the production of potato. Potato, a cash crop, can be 
~ 

easily preserved for a few months and thus, the area as 

well as production in the state is increasing. 

Though potato is a cash crop, cultivators retain some 

portion of the produce for domestic use. Some producers 

make provision of seeds for kharif. 

Assembling deals with the movement of produce from 

the farm to the wholesaler's godown and distribution means 

its movement to consumers. Normally, distributing agencies 

are producers, village merchants, commission agents, whole

sale merchants and retailers. 

A commission agent arranges to pay all charges of 

transport, hamali, octroi and weighment. He recovers it 

(charge) from the sale proceeds. 

There are fluctuations in prices. The prices are de

termined by the forces of demand and supply, quality of 

produce, distance of markets, facilities for transport and 

storage. The prices are low during the harvest season. 

The prices start rising during the months of November and 

December. 
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The wholesale pri~es of potatoes decline from ,J~nuary 

to June when the tubers from Uttar Pradesh, ~~dhya fradesh 

are easily available. The lowest price is found in the 

month of March. April is called slack period. The prices 

remain high in the month of December. 

The wholesale prices in Pune indicate an easy trend 

from January to April. The prices start rising in May 

and remain quite high from June to August. In September 

the prices decline, but a modest improvement is seen in 

November and December. 

Potato passes through various hands before reaching 

the final consumer. All these hands keep a margin of pro

fit for their services. Factors affecting the cost are : 

(i) transport charges, (ii) market charges, (iii) handling 

charges. 

In Khed taluka, potato crop is taken both in rabi 

and kharif seasons. Rabi potato is taken during winter 

months when the climate is cool and conducive for rapid 

growth. It is an irrigated crop. The irrigation during 

rabi is under control. The incidence of pests and diseases 

is more during kharif than during the rabi season. These 

are the reasons why the cultivators prefer rabi potato. 

Thus rabi crop gives higher out put and more profit t han 

kharif one. 

The average size of holding of Khed taluka works out 
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to 4.5 hectares. The holdings are not only small but they 

are scattered in small fragments. All types of farmers 

are growing potato. They grow potato twice in a year. 

Local farmers use three types of seeds : D.C. Kufri

Chandramukhi, Kufri Sindhuri and Kufri Jyoti and seeds are 

brought from Madhya Pradesh and Punjab. Commission agents 

and traders provide these seeds to the farmers in both 

seasons (kharif and rabi). 

Potatoes can grow in all types of soil except saline 

and alkaline. The temperate climate is useful to potato 

and hence potatoes ·in various regions are cultivated at 

different periods depending upon the climatic conditions, 

especially the climate of Khed taluka is favourable to 

grow potato in kharif and rabi seasons. Ten or 12 irriga

tions are necessary during the whole life period of rabi 

potato. Farmers use water from rivers, private wells, 

lift irrigation schemes, etc. Weedings and earthing are 

necessary for growing potato well. The potato crop is 

harvested when the foliage turns yellow and the tubers are 

fully matured. Potato, especially in Khed taluka, matures 

within 3.5 months. 

Regulated market at Khed was established on 16.8.1950. 

The jurisdiction of the main and sub-yards of the market 

covers an area of 1,397 sq.kms. Farmers in Khed taluka 

bring their produce by trucks, tractors, tempo and bullock-
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carts to the markets. If the market price is low, they sell 

their produce at Pune and Bombay (Washi). 

Government grader and grading equipments are avail

able at market committee. Farmers themselves do grading of 

potato like big, medium and small size. Gunny bags are 

used for packing potatoes. The bag may contain 60 to 80 kg. 

potatoes. Storage facilities are important to potatoes. 

Difficulties of storage are faced by producers, wholesalers 

and commission agents. Pits with spreading of neem leaves 

at the bottom and sprinkling water on top are the methods 

to bring down the temperature. Care must be taken by 

farmers that potatoes should not be germinated. Cold storage 

facilities are not available in Khed taluka even though it 

is an important producing area in Pune district. 

The market committee supervises the operation of the 

functionaries, agents producers and sellers. Slips are 

submitted to the farmers containing weight, rates and 

mapedi. But in open market there is a sort of cheating in 

weight, charges like karta, vatav and dharmadaya. 

About 95 licence holding agents are in Khed market. 

They play very important role in assembling and distribution 

of potato. They act as middlemen between the farmers and 

traders. Commission agents, therefore, are satisfied and 

benefited and hence they do not have any problems regarding 

market regulations. 
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We have observed that the total arrivals of potatoes 

in Khed (Chakan) market is 33,760 quintals. More than 

fifty per cent of the total production of potatoes in 

Pune district is marketed at the Chakan market yard. In 

the month of March, the arrivals of potatoes at Chakan 

market are high. Generally, majority of the farmers bring 

potato produce to the market to sell immediately after 

harvest as they have their urgency of money. 

Potato arrivals and price level of Pune and Bombay 

markets have influence on the arrivals and prices of 

Chakan sub-market • . 

The total arrivals of the potato in sub-market 

Chakan can be classified into three seasons i.e. kharif, 

rabi and lean seasons. The main bulk of the arrivals of 

potato is found in rabi season, but the arrivals of kharif 

potatoes are comparatively low. In the lean season, the 

arrivals of potatoes are mostly from the stocks kept by 

big farmers who have some storage facilities. So the 

prices of potatoes have more or less in regular correspond

ence with their supply. The prices of the kharif potatoes 

are much higher than those of the rabi. 

We have observed that the seasonality in arrivals 

of the potato produce in Khed taluka plays a major role 

and causes great fluctuations in the wholesale prices. We 
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may conclude by saying th~t the main cause for steep rise 

or steep fall in the prices is the sharp fluctuations in 

the quantities of arrivals in the Khed market. 

Suggestions 

The following suggestions are made to improve the 

production and marketing of potato. 

1. Soil Testing : Majority of the potato growers are with

out the facility of soil testing before taking this 

crop. If the soil is examined the potato growers will 

come to know whiph fertilizers are to be used. 

2. Cultivation Method : We have o~served that the potato 

growers in this region are using traditional implements 

for the cultivation, like wooden plough, wooden kulwa, 

etc. If they use modern instruments, it will lead to 

increase in productivity. 

3. Cost of Cultivation : While planting the potato tubers 

farmers are not using modern method and instruments. 

We find that cost of cultivation is increasing year by 

year, like human labour, bullock labour, etc. It is 

essential to reduce the cost of cultivation. 

4. Supply of Inputs : There should be adequate and timely 

supply of inputs like quality seeds, fertilizers, .pesti

cides, etc., at a reasonable price, which requires the 

stream-lining of di stribution channels . Provision may 

al so be made for the supply of easy credit to purchase 

t he above inputs. 
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5. Storage Facilities : In this region we find that no cold 

storage facilities are available. Potato growers prefer 

to store the potato under the crude methods like shade 

of trees and the pit system with coverage of the grass. 

Because of these old storage system, the quality of 

potato is considerably affected. Considering these 

drawbacks of the storage, the potato growers have failed 

to realise higher remunerative returns. 

6. Transport : The potato growers have no proper transport 

facilities with reasonable rate. In kharif season, the 

transport facilities will not be available in time. 

There are no suitable all weather roads to carry the 

potatoes from farm to market. It takes a lot of time 

to reach the market place. 

7. Market Information : We find that majority of the potato 

growers have no sufficient market information. They 

have to rely on the information providedby traders and 

commission agents. Daily price bulletins are issued; 

price and market information is also displayed on 

notice boards in the market and supplied to newspapers, 

journals, radio and television. The market information 

is required by all participants in the market viz., 

potato growers, traders, commission agents and consumers 
. ' 

etc. 

e. Low Prices It has been observed that in the last ten 

years, there has been a very wide fluctuation in prices. 
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In the months of May, · June, July and August, the prices 

were relatively high, while in October, November, 

January and F'ebruary, the pricee were very low because 

of high arrivals in the market. In order to regulate 

the prices throughout the year to save the producer as 

well as consumer from the hardship, the government 

should fix the support prices as well as the ceiling 

prices at a level fair to both the producer as well as 

consumer. Since potato is a perishable commodity, 

government will have to enter the market for the purchase 

of the commodity for onward supply to the deficit areas. 

9 . Industrial Use of Potato : The industrial use of potato 

should be encouraged and factories should b~e.stablished 

in this area for the production of starch, vodka, etc. 
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